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i newel K N K whitney engraving originally published in a
church magazine in january 1885 almost thirty five years after whitneys
ners
ney s death the magazine editor explained that this engraving was
as was possible the only authentic portrait
as good a likeness
available was a painting by william major which the magazine editor
considered a poor likeness to create this engraving the artist drew
whitneyt
from the memories of some of
Whit neys close friends and relatives
ofwhitneys
whitneys
the editor admitted some discrepancies between the subject and this
engraving but thought it a fair portrayal nonetheless junius F
wells our engravings contributor 6 january 1885 154
FIG

11
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manny
the
thou art man

newel K whitney in ohio

stoker
mark L staker

n the early 18205 newel K whitney set up his first store in kirtland
1 ohio in a little log cabin fig 1i from such humble beginnings he created a thriving business that would later become central to the early history
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints however over time the
holdings and contributions of the whitney family in kirtland were
largely forgotten it was in kirtland where joseph smith arrived and
reportedly said to whitney whom the prophet had never met before
332
112
2
thou art the man 132
Whit neys were intertwined for a time with those of
whitneys
the fortunes of the whitneyt
sidney gilbert whitney s partner for several years in a firm called N K
whitney and company whitney rose above many hardships during the
church s turbulent early years this article chronicles newel K whitney s
and
activities leading up to and connected with the firm oan
of N K whitney ano
ofn
company as well as the company s impact on the church in ohio

in

N K WHITNEYS LIFE AND BUSINESS

BEFORE KIRTLAND

born in marlborough vermont in 1795 whitney was the second child
and eldest son in a family of about nine children samuel whitney and
susanna kimball christened him newel kimball whitney always pleased
that he bore his mother s maiden name he insisted that his family honor
the kimball name throughout his life 3 perhaps it was because of his
emphasis on both given names that at some point newel kimball became
known to his family and friends simply by the initials N K before the
harvest season in 1803 the whitney family left the hard scrabble of windham county vermont and moved to fairfield herkimer county new
byustudies
studies 42 no i 2003
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york located at the heart of new yorks rural farming lands 4 samueland
Sam
samuel
and
ueland
susanna did not stay long in fairfield they moved around the state a few
times and eventually drifted back to vermont the whitneys
Whit neys never
whitneyt
owned property in those early years and it is not clear how the family
earned a living 5
N K as an army sutler

when N

whitney turned nineteen it was 1814 and the united
states was at war with britain the people of upper new york had already
experienced a few skirmishes much of new england was not supportive
of the war and fewer soldiers enlisted than politicians expected this lack of
embargoes shipping disruptions and
support was partly due to the trade embargos
other business problems the war brought to the port cities despite the
hardships of a wartime economy whitney found a way to use the war itself
as an opportunity for merchandising he started as an army sutler selling
the american soldiers alcohol food military supplies and a variety of
everyday articles as he traveled with the camp along lake champlain in
new york 6 for a young man without family responsibilities this was the
K

ideal way to start selling since he had a captive market so to speak not far
from commercial centers all N K needed was a wagon and a little money
to get started
Platts burgh bay
the final showdown with the british the battle of plattsburgh
took place on lake champlain N K s ten year old brother samuel was
apparently helping him with the selling and recalled watching ten thousand british soldiers move south from montreal presumably planning to
restore northern new york and new england to the british empire in this
last battle the heavily outnumbered americans defeated the british somehow during that intense battle whitney lost all of his property by the
war 77 the ordeal was pivotal in his life as he sought to recoup his losses
elsewhere
N K tried to make a new start of suttling
buttling
sutt ling by following american
troops across lake erie where the army officially mustered out of service a
large detachment in what would become monroe michigan a new little
village formed after the war on the western edge of the lake at that time
michigan primarily had native american settlements after there were no
more soldiers to buy his wares N K whitney pushed further west up lake
huron where he traded with the native american communities along
lake michigan in green bay and milwaukee whitney traveled along the
great lakes transporting furs bought on the westernmost edge of the lakes
east to buffalo new york the ideal stopping point midway between green
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bay and buffalo was monroe whitney s time in monroe would prove to be
a turning point in his life due to his association with a monroe merchant
named sidney gilbert a man who would become whitney
whitness business partner and friend
sidney gilbert shortly after the war algernon sidney gilbert made
his way west to monroe and set up a small store catering to settlers there 8
sidney as he was known to his friends hailed originally from connecticut
where his prominent extended family in new haven included several well
do merchants gilberts monroe store was situated on the edge of town
to
todo
just a few dozen feet from the harbor and easily accessible to merchants
going and coming along lake erie 9 he apparently lived in part of his store
while he traded out of another part with indians veterans of the recent
war and young settlers both gilbert
and whitney needed to travel to new
york on business trips and sidney
gilbert may have accompanied whitney from time to time thus beginning
a lifelong friendship
ann smith A second turning
Whit neys meeting elizabeth
point was whitneys
whitneyt
ann smith an eighteen year old
oid who
had settled in remote kirtland
ohio
kirtlandohio
only a few months before N K met her
fig 2 ann described their meeting
and courtship
in his travels to and from new
york he passed through the country
where we resided and we met by
chance became attached to each
other and my aunt granting her full
approval we were married after a
courtship of reasonable length as in
those days girls were not allowed to
marry without the lover paying court
for a certain length of time 01o0

ann s

family was from connecticut and ann was the oldest child 11
after encountering undisclosed problems with her mother she left home
and traveled to ohio with her father s
sister sarah smith who was determined
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elizabeth ann smith
whitney ca 1876 detail of photograph taken by charles R savage
FIG

2

about six years before anns death
although she gave more attention
to household and family concerns
than to their store ann was influential in the latter day saint community in her own right As a
counselor to emma smith in the
nauvoo female relief society
other ways in
organization and in otherways
kirtland nauvoo and utah she
contributed to the restoration
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to make her own way on the frontier these two single women with a
strong sense of self reliance traveled to ohio alone aunt sarah purchased
land in the connecticut western reserve a large strip of land in northeastern ohio of which kirtland was part of it was then a new country
comparatively and to undertake so long a journey was almost as remarkable then as to go round the world would be now in 1878 ann recalled 12
shortly after their journey anns uncle elijah smith traveled with his
family to join them in kirtland although her father had written that he
hoped to come ann s mother would never consent to move 13 years later
her father traveled alone to kirtland for baptism as a latter day saint
ann received in early life the most judicious training and was carefully educated which may have contributed to her strong spirit 14 A young
woman able to make her own way on the frontier was the perfect marriage
partner for an ambitious young man such as N K whitney ann and N K s
ic
courtship of reasonable length as she called it lasted three years enough
time for the couple to get to know each other quite well part of the three
years of courting included whitney s moving to ohio in fall 1819 apparently convincing his friend gilbert to come along too 15

young girl
saved by a moung
to ohio in order to court ann the whitaiso believed he leff
left the fringes of the frontier because of
ney family also
seli
sell alcohol
its rough nature part of the job of an army sutler
sutier was to seii
to soldiers and whitney continued this practice by selling alcohol
along with the other things he traded to native americans one of
his customers was addicted to alcohol and whitney placing the
interests of his customer above his own financial interests refused to
sell
seli
seii him any more the angry man threatened whitneys
ilfe N K
Whit neys life
whitneyt
girl who grabbed onto the
was saved by a young native american giri
heid him until whitney escaped he and ann later
attacker and held
arter
named one of their daughters moudalina
after that girl
Mou dalina arher

although N

K moved

information taken from orson F whitney newel kimball whitney in
day
sax saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical sketches of
datter
laster
latter say
prominent men ani
day saints comp
and women in the church of jesus chhist
chriss of latter lay
christ
vois sait
salt lake city andrew jenson history 1901 36 1222
andrew jenson 4 vols
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sidney gilberts store in mentor ohio
month before whitney first showed up in ohio
and a year before gilbert bought his mentor property when sidney
gilbert convinced new york financiers william L vandervoort and john S
van winkle to lend him 1091.49
109149 almost three year s wages for a typical
laborer gilbert created a promissory note on september 17 agreeing to
repay the loan with interest in six months since N K whitney first
gainesville
Paines ville ohio records right after gilbert took out the
appeared in the painesville
loan and gilbert and whitney moved together to ohio gilbert probably
used the money in some way connected to their move when his loan fell
1820 gilbert still owed more than a thousand dollars on
due on march 17
171820
the note 16
on june 10
1820 gilbert sold his property in monroe michigan for
101820
lo
765 to lewis downs 17 although gilberts sale of his michigan property in
the face of an unpaid loan seems reasonable from a business perspective he
did not immediately receive money for it nor did he transfer title to his
property over to his creditors instead he continued to try to earn his way
out of debt
on october 281820 a year after moving to ohio sidney gilbert purgainesville
chased property in mentor on the edge of painesville
Paines ville and just a few miles
north of ann smiths kirtland home 18 james olds charged him eighty dollars for that acre situated on ridge road just a few rods from olds s tavern 19 the property was in a good location oldss
oldes tavern was worth 1000
the most expensive building in the county 20 A young ambitious merchant
could easily make big plans living by a big neighbor
gilbert immediately contracted to build a hive
eive hundred dollar store
five
a store that was worth three to four times the typical operation in the state
five hundred dollars would typically buy close to 2500 square feet of floor
space that much space would have made it a massive frontier store whitney worked in the store with him 21 whitney family tradition recalls that
while gilbert ran his operation he took whitney into his store as clerk
and gave him some knowledge of book keeping 222 evidently that was a
skill whitney had not properly learned while working with the army and
on the frontier later documents confirm that gilbert had superior penmanship and spelling abilities 23 sidney gilbert however ran into a succession of bad luck with the store
on november 15151820
1820 a few weeks after the land was purchased and
the store was already under construction lewis downs defaulted on
gilbert s property in michigan and gave him a letter providing gilbert with
power of attorney over the land 24 certainly sidney gilbert had not
in september
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planned on downs defaulting and therefore had not provided adequately
for the possibility when the new york mortgage company caught up with
him and pressed for payment gilbert had no way of paying the debt
on april 21821 sidney gilbert was forced to deed his mentor property over to vandervoort and van winkle mortgage in lieu of debt payment he transferred the property for 1000 in debt far above the ig
19
valuation for the acre of land and 500 tax valuation for the store no mention was made of merchandise in the property transaction and the mortgage company apparently never entirely recouped its losses the lenders
more interested in their money than in the mentor property offered gilbert
an extension they stipulated A S gilbert his heirs executors or adminis
orators
trators shall well and truly pay the aforesaid note with the interest thereon
2
date25
one half in four months and the remainder in one year from this date
this mortgage default gave gilbert until august 1821 to come up with 500
and until april 1822 to have the whole 1000
1000 if gilbert met this requirement then the property would be returned to him he likely felt it was a
hopeless cause from the start because he never bothered paying taxes on
the property 26
N K whitney signed the mortgage default as a witness butthe
buethe
but the document did not directly involve him in the land transaction whitney was
probably not interested in using his resources to redeem 519 worth of
property for 1000
1000 the property records for the mentor store mention
only gilberts name 27 whitney may have owned some of the merchandise
in the store but gilbert was able to transfer title to the entire store as sole
owner to his creditors for unpaid debts gilbert was also embroiled in
other money disputes and he likely felt he would never recover whitney
was separate enough financially from gilbert that helas
he was not listed in lawhewas
suits when angry neighbors sued gilbert in 1821 for a small debt and when
still others sued the next spring for several hundred dollars lawsuits con
linued mounting as gilbert spent the next several years in appeals while his
tinued
numerous creditors sought their money 28 whitney separated himself from
gilbert and moved to kirtland
even after calling in gilberts loan in 1821 the former creditors continued to rent the mentor property out to him until 1825 on september 29
1823 sidney gilbert married elizabeth van benthuysen a new york born
woman living in the neighboring town of chagrin 29 they lived in the
mentor store many store owners of the time lived in their stores later
advertisements described it as a dwelling house 30 gilbert had not been
able to repay his loan by the deadline stipulated in the 1821 mortgage
default however he was finally able to straighten out his business dealings
with the legal transfer on january 29 1824 of his store and property to
281
211
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vandervoort and van winkle by the time of the transfer gilbert was in debt
to the lenders for about 293.51
29351 in interest on top of the 1091.49
109149 principle a
total of 1385 since the mortgagers
rs took property valued a little over 500
mortgagees
mortgage
in exchange for the debt they lost money on the deal 31
in april 1825 gilbert was still at the mentor store when the mortgage
company decided to end their relationship the new york mortgagees
mortgagers
mortgagers ran
an advertisement through samuel cowls their agent in cleveland offering to either sell or rent the property 32 but the mortgage company could
not sell the property and vandervoort and van winkle continued to pay
taxes on the store for several years however they must have found
another renter
lewis downss
downes default on the monroe michigan property may have
contributed to gilberts financial problems because it tied up his flow of
money but gilbert did not attempt to resolve the issue until after the new
york mortgage
rs and other debtors were no longer interested in him this
mortgagees
mortgagers
delay was probably because there was not enough value in the michigan
property to cover all his debts on may 661824
1824 an advertisement appeared
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph in which gilbert sought to exchange his monroe
in the painesville
1133
33
michigan store and property for property in this state 3133
but he did not
find any suitable offers for ohioproperty
ohio property through the paper for some reason gilbert was not interested in returning to michigan he stayed in ohio
in may 1825 gilbert finally made arrangements to sell his monroe
store and received aa 225 initial payment from george alford on the day of
the sale this money would have kept gilbert and his wife going for a
while as well as discouraging alford from defaulting on the agreement
on january 20
1826 gilbert completed the sale of land and received an
201826
additional 400 34 despite the sale at the close of 1826 when the gilberts
moved from mentor ohio to kirtland they had only a single steer listed
in the property tax records 35 however gilbert was finally free of his debts
entangle ments and could join his friend N K whitney in a new
and legal entanglements
effort at partnership
N K WHITNEYS BUSINESS VENTURES IN KIRTLAND OHIO

whitney did not have the same financial troubles as did his friend
gilbert ann whitney later commented that among their friends it came
to be remarked that nothing of my husband s ever got lost on the lake and
no product of his exportation was ever low in the market always ready
7336
1136
36 whitney did lose
sales and fair prices 7136
products on the lake at least once
but his business experiences in kirtland were markedly different from
those of his friend in mentor
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after whitney separated from gilbert in mentor in 1821 N K moved
to kirtland to more effectively court ann smith in 1821 or 1822 N K
whitney set up his first kirtland store in a little log cabin on the property
of elijah smith anns uncle on the north end of kirtland flats the name
used for the area of land situated in a low swampy area where the east
branch of the chagrin river made a wide horseshoe bend on the north
end of kirtland township 37 whitney operated a successful business ann
recalled of these early years he accumulated property faster than most of
his companions and associates indeed he became proverbial as being
38
lucky in all his undertakings 1138
whitney had not only luck but also a great deal of skill he was bright
and was able to quickly perceive traffic patterns in town he knew that as
more people passed his store or had business near his store he was likely to

perlis of traveling in early kirtland
the perils

north of the whitney home the chester road ascended in

a

steep incline toward the town of mentor an unidentified resident of
kirtland described an incident on that stretch of road
i

1

i

that hill with its sharp angle
aniie about one third of the way down
anile
ali travelers A well
ail
weli loaded wagon could not be
weil
it was a terror to all
A mr bueil
buell
in going down it was
got safely up or down it
unable to make the sharp turn and he his horse sleigh and load
went to the bottom of the gully and strange to say neither man nor
kirtland a boy
beast was killed
doy s recollections of his first
haden scrapfourth of july willoughby independent 1902 in haien
book nd 13 lake county historical society mentor ohio

james A rollins sidney gilberts nephew recalled another incident on the steep hill this one taking place when joseph smith
arrived in kirtland
herst met joseph smith in my uncle
first
As early as february 18311 hirst
hirst
kirn
first day he arrived in kint
sidney gilberts house this was the herst
kirt
land and while he was in the house conversing with my uncle and
bront gate saw a wagon turn over as it was
aunt 1I being at the front
coming down the slippery hill and heard a woman and 2 or 3 children screaming this was josephs family 1I ran in and told joseph
and uncle about it and jospeh ran to assist them without his
hunn
hurt james H rollins A lipe
none of them were hurn
hat
life sketch of
fames henry rollins 18982 church archives the church of jesus
iames

gity
salt lake city
christ of latter day saints sait
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do more business one of the busiest spots in all of northeastern ohio
known also as the western reserve was at the crossroads of chardon and
chester roads the major road was chester this road went to the nearby
town of chester just south of kirtland but continued all the way to chilli
cothe in western ohio the location of the state capitol at that time over
cothe road the most used
chillicothe
time this thoroughfare became known as Chilli
road for immigrant traffic and the second oldest road in the region

companas
Comp anys properties
N K Whit
whitneys
neys and N K whitney and companys
whitneyt
in kirtland ohio
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chardon road the oldest road in the region was also a major funnel for
traffic the road ended in cleveland but its major side road continued on
to chardon passing through the kirtland flats where it intersected with
Chilli cothe road this intersection of roads meant that everyone every
chillicothe
local indian immigrant settler drifter frontiersman educator former
soldier itinerant preacher state politician runaway slave judge and peddler traveling through northern ohio went through the kirtland flats
that busiest of intersections was owned entirely by peter french a
man who helped survey the region and was the earliest settler in the area 39
on the northwest corner french had a huge apple orchard that covered
1140
40 whitney saw the business
about all the land he owned on that corner 0340
potential for this intersection and the marketing prospects for his wares to
both travelers and locals and on june 1i 1822 whitney purchased peter
french s large apple orchard 41
N K Whit
whitneys
neys red store
whitneyt

on this lot purchased

from french N K built what his family called
possibly as early as 1822 when he bought the land but
their red store
clearly by 1824 there was probably a small residential area in the store
where the whitneys
Whit neys lived this would explain why a home was not taxed
whitneyt
on the property then 42 the small twenty by forty foot store was a story
and a half of sawn lumber with a central chimney 43 there were two rooms
upstairs but the store portion was likely the eight hundred square feet on
the main level A comparison between whitney s red store and gilberts
mentor store highlights a pattern that remained consistent through the
years N K whitney built small while his friend sidney gilbert built large
N K whitney left most of the apple trees on the lot he maintained
the orchard and planted red currant bushes from which he and ann later
made wine for their family and for latter day saint worship services 44 he
also built a barn on the acre perhaps to store feed or other farm products
customers used as payment

Whitneys ashery business
N K whitneys
whitneyt

on september

whitney purchased another section of land
from peter french a few hundred yards southeast of his first piece of property this new purchase was a small lot just over a half acre nestled
against stony brook the little waterway that emptied into the east branch
of the chagrin river 45 he purchased this lot to begin an ashery frontier
settlers could bring wood to an ashery such as N K s and receive money or
credit N K would burn the wood and run water through the ashes creating
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A kirtland

fourth of july

ahten whitney purchased peter franchs
after
sometime affen
Frenc
frenchs
hs apple
arpie orchard
arple
lot where N K would build his red store the citizens of kirtland
ohio decided to celebrate luly
july 4 in fitting fashion townsfolk set up
a stand on the whitney lot in the shade of the apple
arpie
arrie trees they pri
older defrevolutiohary
marily honored the olden
revolutionary war soldiers but certainly
some comments were made about participants in the recent wan
war with
ror
fife and two drums provided music ron
britain A hife
for the procession
arrer
6 rw
arter
hiclijiliejownheta
after
which
held
the town heia
hela a sprayer
aprayer
prayer and someone read the de
declaraofjndependence
n of
tion
independence much orationfollowed
Kirt landss c iitizens
oration followed and kirtlands
kirtland
dished
tished up with a dinner good whisky was plenty und
finished
and cheap
hew to excess
everybody then drank a little but feato
few
fewto

this information

comes from christopher crary pioneer and
ani personal
scences
scencer iviarsnantown
marsnatt
marshalltown
reminiscences
Marshalltown iowa mars
marshall
natt
Frinting 1893
nali printing
nalt
18931313 28 crary
peter french s newbarg
recalled that the oration took place in peterfrench
new
newbarn
unidentified
barn the unid
anid
author of an undated early newspaper article kirtland a boy s recollections 13
remembered that the july ath
4th celebration took place about the year 1825 but
evasn
wasn t certain of the exact year the writer recalled that if N K whitney w
vasn
was
north west corner
not
comer of the flats he moved there shortly
shortl
shorti yi affe
afterlot then on the northwest
wards this description c onnects the celebration to the approximate time of
whitney ss move to the intersection and fits with crary s recollection of 1821 or
1822
follower
follo
822 being the year N K whitney would either purchase this lot the followir
following
wir
year
ear or had purchased it the month before this celebration took place
1

potash which was used in making glass cleaning wool and other industrial processes settlers could also trade ashes from their household stoves
or from the burned vegetation of cleared fields whitney could sell his
potash to local companies and to industries in the east and in great
britain a venture made easier when the erie canal was completed in 1825
for this operation whitney needed a ready supply of water when he
purchased the land whitney also bought rights to a spring up on the hill
south of his property and the privilege of conveying said water on a direct
line to any part of the lot of ground 46 french was using some of the water
for his distillery but the remaining water was sold to whitney french used
pump logs to bring water down the hill to his distillery and whitney
could have taken water from the same system if he chose to do so 47 pump
logs today would be recognized as wooden piping or troughs remnants of
11
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piping uncovered at the entrance of the whitney spring were open sawn
timbers with a U groove cut in the top suggesting a troughlike
trough like system to
from the hill ashery manuals from the time suggested
bring water down grom
that river and rain water were preferable to well or spring water because the
authors believed river and rain water contained fewer minerals but whit
neys spring had good pure water and getting the water easily to the ashery
was an important consideration
although water was the essential element in an ashery operation other
facilities played a role too how to manuals of the day and archaeology
arche ology of
archeology
new england operations suggest that large frame buildings were frequently
used as part of american ashery operations long before the 1820s
i82os but N K
rough hewn logs or poles 48
started out with a central structure of roughhewn
during these early years whitney played an important role in a cash
scarce economy his ashery was essential to the entire communityas3ss wellbeing as individuals worked through him to turn their resources into
something useful christopher crary who lived several miles away in the
south end of
ofkirtland
kirtland township recalled how he worked out one of those
early exchanges

took an old

Chat fields blacksmith shop and had it
axe pole to chatfields
jumped the charge was only 75 cents as I1 found the steel I1 paid him at
N K whitney s store and paid whitney with wood at his ashery it took
two of us a day to grind the axe and when finished it had cost me about
seven days work 49

the combination of ashery operation and merchandising was successful enough that N K whitney did well and his account book suggests that
new york financiers paid him high prices for his products 50 he also had
local demand for the potash if he chose not to travel kirtland s carding
gainesville
Paines ville felt makers
operation used potash for processing wool and in painesville
such as the hatter edward partridge paid 37
375f
3755 a pound per two hundred
pound bundle of clean wool 51
the citizens of south kirtland had put up their own ashery a few
years before at pecks corners several miles south of whitney s operation
mr latimer who operated the ashery paid four cents a bushel for field
ashes and seven cents a bushel for hearth ashes which was a penny less for
each than the going rate in nearby towns 52 pecks corners did not have the
heavy traffic flow that kirtland flats did and citizens in south kirtland
such as christopher crary found themselves doing business with the ashery up north because they wanted goods from Whit
neys store the ashery
whitneys
whitneyt
down south apparently went out of business soon after whitney began his
operation and whitney quickly looked at expansion
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N K whitney purchased fifteen hundredths of an acre just south of
his ashery in june 1824 increasing the land to eighty hundredths of an
acre suggesting that his ashery business was doing well enough to expand
the 1826 tax records for kirtland indicate that his firm had 2500 worth
of merchandise on hand 53 although the largest store in the county was in
gainesville
Paines ville with 4500 worth of merchandise whitney s was still a
nearby painesville
substantial operation and one of a small group of good sized stores in the
region
K s family life in kirtland
N Ks

within two months of purchasing the ashery lot N K whitney margainesville
1822 the painesville
Painesville telegraph announced
ried ann smith on november 661822
smith in one of the
the marriage of newal sic K whitney and ann smity
whitney quietly
papers
papers rare uses of whitney s first name 54 N K and ann W
continued to operate out of their red store and to run a small ashery operation directly across the street from the red store travelers lodged at
Frenc
frenchs
franchs
hs log cabin inn and would have frequently bought goods at the N K
whitney store before they continued on their journey
locals could sell goods ashes as mentioned above or wheat rye and
other items to whitney for cash or store credit by june 1825 he was advertising that he earnestly urged those who owed him debts to pay whitney
concluded these notices with the signature N K whitney not mentioning at that time a company or any other individual indicating as later
records confirm that at this early date he was operating as an independent
businessman the notice also announced that whitney was purchasing salts
of lye confirming that his ashery operation was fully functional 55
around the time whitney bought additional property for his ashery
neys also built a modest home just west of and behind the red
whitneys
whitneyt
the Whit
store fig 3 this new house likely expanded merchandising space in the
red store as space formerly used for living quarters could now be used
for saleable goods the whitney home was 2812 x 2512 with a 20 x 12
summer kitchen attached on the back it had a single bedroom on the
main floor where anns aunt sarah frequently stayed and an open half
story upstairs where N K and ann slept with their children 566 they
painted their small frame house and placed a well made fence around
each of their properties
N K whitney and company

in fall 1825 just weeks before the opening of the erie canal newel K
whitney traveled to new york on a buying trip whitney completed his
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the restored whitney home

89

of historians architects archaeologists and curators restored the N K whitney and ann
whitney home to appear as it did when it was first built around 1824 when the
FIG 3

2002

after careful research

a team

family entertained guests in their home guests slept in a small bedroom on the main
level while the entire family slept upstairs in the single room

buying two days before the canal opened and returned home on one of
america s most significant transportation systems 57 the opening of the
erie canal marked the start of a major expansion of whitney s economic
activities in kirtland the canal transformed the transportation of goods
from the east coast to ohio and had a major impact on the prices whitney
would pay and could charge the local paper observed
in 1819 the transportation of goods from the city of new york to this
place was four dollars twenty
twentyfive
five cents per hundred now we pay one dol
lar and thirty seven cents per hundred a distance of six hundred miles
in 1820 we paid 3 per hundred from this place to pittsburgh now
eighty cents

511
581
58

As he would do often rather than keep an opportunity to himself
N K shared his good fortune with others he invited sidney gilbert to

help him capitalize on this new opportunity and in the last weeks of 1826
N K whitney and company was born
Whit neys white store in april 1826 six months after whitney s
N K whitneys
whitneyt
trip on the erie canal and almost nine months before N K whitney and
company was organized whitney paid loo
100
french s quarter acre
100 for peter frencis
sio
llo
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N K Whit
whitneys
neys 1825 purchasing
whitneyt

yore
york
trip to new more

S

N K whitney could have made the nine and a half miles from
gainesville
Paines ville ohio in less than
his house to the stagecoach landing in painesville
two hours on september 20 1825 early that tuesday morning he
closed up his small
smail red brame
frame store and parted from ann his wife of
oid son horace and their
thein six
almost three years their two year old
gainesville
oid baby sarah ann to get to painesville
Paines ville from his home
month old
first head up chester roads steep incline out ofkirt
whitney would hirst
farm near the site of his
lands flatlands the road passed the morley barm
log store and he could not go by the homes of his cifes
wifes family
earlier 109
hallooing
hailo
hallo
oing a greeting on the way As whitand their friends without hallowing
farm the road led him into ohios
ney passed by the garm
chios hills to ridge
road on his way northeast on ridge road inside mentor township
boundaries whitney would have passed by gilberts store which
glibert
gilbert was still renting brom
hrom
from his creditors
gainesville
painesville
finai destination his
Paines ville was not the young merchants final
destination was east at loo
100 PM travelers luggage and stage
ror buffalo new mork
york through the
bounced out of town heading east for
thick forests of a sparsely settled region the travelers made fast
progress on roads that had been significantly improved since N K s
hirst
first trips to buffalo by nightfall whitney was in pennsylvania
thursday morning he pulled into buffalo the trip including incidentals along the road cost whitney 325
3.25
325 as he traveled comfortably to a place he had been many times before he paid an additional
588
5.88
588 to stay ten days at a landing house in buffalo
when whitney arrived in buffalo the last locks of the erie
erle
canal looked almost finished N K had been to this town many
before when he worked as an army sutler
sutier and fur trader dur
times begore
ing these visits the town was home to fewer than fifteen hundred
people but now there were several thousand people in buffalo and
entrepreneurs were flocking to the young city in droves the city
smelled of fish and cattle
cattie as goods went through on their way to
eastern markets soot from the constant arrival of steamboats combined with the product of local chimneys settled over buildings
packed in narrow streets
after he arrived whitney visited R W haskings
two days affer
ss bookhaskinss
Haskin
smail ledger to
store m the heart of buffalo and paid thirty cents for a small
ali the details and expenses of his trip he wrote boldly in
ail
write down all
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hew days
the bront
hront
booe sept
front cover N K whitney book
after a few
sert 251825 ahter
buffalo whitney took another stage heading east his route went
in duffalo
along the canal toward rochester where he could inspect the canal
more closely the stage route curved down the seneca turnpike
heading south and just missing palmyra and manchester on his way
south toward auburn affer
after spending time in auburn he moved on
more
york where he finished up his business
to yore
like busiilee
although in some ways this was a routine trip much ilke
nessmen from ohio frequently took this time there was a significant
bon
store
difference the trip was essential preparation hon
for a neq
new larger smore
he would build in the spring along with selling 94 barrels of ash
bon
weli oven
weil
hrom
over a thousand dollars whitney
for well
from his ashery hon
potash brom
ali the expenses and purchases
ail
sold othen
other goods more than covering all
aiso purchased supplies hrom
brom
from a number of firms
of his trip whitney also
to ship
shir back to ohio among his listed expenses he included some
glibert he also
aiso made a vague
friend sidney gilbert
items purchased for his briend
reference to the payment of some of the last of gilberts debt obligagilbert 400 of my own money
for A S glibert
to
tions to cash rald
paid
raid gor
consil cancel his note for boon brickery
more
york gity
city where his last dated entry
whitney moved on to new yore
was for october 23 1825 two days before the erie
erle canal officially
ali
all whitney s new busiopened the canal was clearly at the heart of ail
ness plans he had every opportunity to check out its system of locks
and barges and talk
taik with those intimately involved with its operation
with the canal nearing completion whitney now had water access
airp
through new york state across lake erie and all the way to Ffairport
aira
ofpainesville
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville he made careful prepai
immediately north of
preparaarborimmediately
harbor
prapai
arbor
tions
ons purchasing merchandise shortly before the big opening arr
arriv
arria
i
ing
destruct
ig back in ohio just in time to miss the great lakes destructive
aies
ales of november N K whitney wasprobably
was probably one of the first to
gaies
gales
ship
lip goods along the newly completed canal
catalo
catalogued
gued as account book
cataloguer
dook in
information taken from whitney s ledger cataio
the newel K whitney collection L tom perry special collections harold
haroid B
dee library brigham young university provo utah
lee
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whitney & co store

ca 1910
iglo photographer unknown built by N K
whitney shortly before sidney gilbert came to kirtland to work as his partner this
store was the site of many significant events in early church history the front
porch was added after the whitney family sold the property archaeology confirms
side of the front of the building
that the original stoop was on the left si&of
FIG 4 N K

sirof

lot of land at the northeast corner of the intersection across the street from
whitney s home 59 this land was also at the intersection between the major
roads in town and contained a double log cabin where peter french and
his family had lived and operated their first hotel 60 within a year the lot
jumped in value to 338 as whitney quickly removed the cabin and built a
61
site
the
store
on
this building a little over 1500 square feet and sig300
nificantly smaller than gilberts mentor store would become known by the
dle
die
whitney family as the white store 62 fig 4
61
samuel whitney N K s brother recalled going to kirtland in 1826 63
since he frequently helped N K maintain his properties over the years
samuel may have come to kirtland to help build the store and at the very
least probably hoped to be involved in the expansion of his brother s
enterprise
N K had a brief setback caused by the famed november gales on lake
erie on november 171826 a blow on lake erie probably cleared every
floating thing from its surface including the morning star a ship with a
large cargo of merchandise forced to return to buffalo harbor after losing
her main mast the morning star also lost a small boat from her deck and
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64 A few
a cask of goods belonging to mr N K whitney of kirtland 1164
months later right after construction was completed on the white store
sidney gilbert first appeared in kirtland records and the name N K whit651
ney and company first appeared in the tax records 61
whitney and gilberts partnership in the last weeks of 1826 or the
first weeks of 1827 sidney gilbert arrived in kirtland to work in partnership with N K whitney on december 15
1826 N K again published a
151826
request that all debts be paid to him by january 1i 66 N K apparently targeted that date for the beginning of a new enterprise with sidney gilbert
in anticipation of this new beginning the firm published a request on
december 29 that payments be made to store clerk orson hyde at N K
1167
67
whitney & co 3367
the use of that name was the first reference to the joint
business efforts of the new enterprise in kirtland in surviving business
papers from the company a list of notes in the hands of justices of the
peace for collection in favor oan
N K W and co begins with a note dated
of
ofn
february 881827
1827 suggesting that the two had begun their partnership by
the first week in february 68
however the property remained in N K whitney s name and even
after the firm changed names when land records mention the store in
boundary descriptions or in other contexts it was still consistently
169
69 suggesting that the and company
described as the whitney store69
store 769
existed on paper but did not play a significant role in the minds of kirt
lands residents who were already accustomed to thinking of the store as
whitney s yet a merger had clearly occurred because the 2500 in merchandise that had appeared the year before under the name oan
of
N K whitney
ofn
was now listed as company property in tax records along with a single horse
this relationship continued for several years whitney was taxed on land
buildings and personal property gilbert was never taxed on land apart from
the company land but was occasionally taxed on personal property 70
when the gilbert family arrived in kirtland just as the white store
went into operation they probably moved directly into the red store
which became a residence 71 gilberts home was on the whitney property
facing east suggesting that he and his family lived in the red store on the
corner 72 the gilberts remained in the red store until they moved to missouri in fall 1831 after which the red store became a residence for others 73
it lost its identity as a store after it became a residence and when it was
returned to whitney by commandment it was included with the houses
and lot where he now resides dac
d&c 10439
in 1828 the gilberts brought elizabeths widowed sister and her three
children to kirtland their husband and father john rollins had drowned
seven years before the delay in the arrival of this family suggests that the
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gilbert couple was finally becoming somewhat comfortable financially
after years of struggle and could now help the rollins children james
mary elizabeth and caroline rollins all worked hard for their new family
james recalled doing chores for both his uncle and N K whitney and
when he was old enough he began working in the store as a clerk 74
however the hoped for expanded success of the new partnership did
not immediately materialize the store could not provide income to support everyone which increased dependence on the ashery orson hyde a
store clerk who had previously worked in the red store for a year or two
returned to the business right at the expansion under moderate wages hyde
was one of those moved to the ashery in 1827 business being rather slack in
3375
1175
75
the store I1 went to work for the same parties making pot and pearl ashes 3175
ashery expansion the increased number of people depending on
for support combined with the sluggish expansion of the
N K whitney forsupport
store business put heavy pressure on the ashery to help take up the slack in
1828 whitney and gilbert expanded the ashery although whitney
retained ownership of the ashery property and apparently provided capital
for the endeavor gilbert evidently had a project management or bookkeeping role since he oversaw
oversad the purchase of materials on may 14
gilbert hired john burk who operated the local sawmill to saw 2747 feet
76
of white walnut and 1188 feet of oak 4444 1176
apparently this lumber
was used to expand the housing for the ashery along with burk reynolds
cahoon was hired to place twenty cords of stone for a foundation wall
approximately two and a half feet wide and more than six feet high 77 the
ashery property jumped in valuation from 1010 to 310 from 1828 to 1829
confirming the ashery operation was greatly expanded in summer 1828 78
building the new ashery took a massive investment the frame building was sixty feet long and approximately twenty feet wide 79 the conincluded a small office addition on the west side of the main
st
struction
ashery building to lay in the building would have required extensive excavation not only did reynolds cahoon dig foundation trenches but
immediately south of the ashery workers dug a large pit area about thirty
feet in diameter and more than five feet deep in the center perhaps this ash
leached ashes until farmers could pick them up for broadcasting
pit stored beached
on their fields immediately south of the pit was a large area of paved brick
where workers could conveniently walk without worrying about water and
mud this brick may have served as a burn area both before and after the
operation of the larger ashery instruction manuals of the time suggest that
wood left to dry for a year was to be burned on an area formed of
bricks 80 this area may also have been used for a time as a lumber kiln
when the sawmill was constructed a dozen feet away
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the whitney and gilbert lot on march 51829

N K whitney and
sidney gilbert co purchased from peter french the southeast corner lot
Chilli cothe and chardon roads across the street and
at the intersection of chillicothe
directly south of the white store 81 french had run a livery operation on
this lot and built a barn on it as well this was the only land the two men
owned together when whitney later purchased one half of the lot from
gilberts widow the record of sale indicated that whitney and gilbert were
equal partners in this land 82 although there is no concrete evidence how
the land was used it certainly was not left vacant all the other whitney
properties were crowded with buildings and N K whitney and company
would not have invested scarce resources in an acre and then leave it fallow

Whit neys religious and community involvement in kirtland
whitneys
whitneyt
the whitneysreligious
the gilberts move to kirtland coincided with the beginning of
important religious events that would change the futures of the whitney
and gilbert families as well as kirtland itself sometime during 1827 there
was a methodist camp meeting about six miles distant from kirtland and
a number of individuals joined the methodists what began at the camp
0183
1183
83
meeting spread much in kirtland 3183
the campbellite movement in the whitney family ann influenced
her husbands choice of religious denomination her own education while
growing up downplayed the importance of religion but she recalled 1 I was
naturally religious and 1I expressed to my husband a wish that we should
unite ourselves with one of the churches after examining into their prin7184
1184
84 sidney rigdon a local reformed bapciples and deciding for ourselves 1384
tist minister or bishop in neighboring mentor began baptizing a
Kirt lands residents into this reformation movement which
number of kirtlands
sought to restore primitive christianity followers of this movement
later years they called themCampbel lites in lateryears
became popularly known as campbellites
selves disciples of christ these baptisms star
in 1827 and peaked in the
started
tedin
Kirt lands citizens joined the movefirst half of 1828 when a number of kirtlands
lites religious publication noted bishops
campbellites
ment by july 1828 the Campbel
scott rigdon and bentley in ohio within the last six months have
1
11885
018
1181
3085
sometime after their mar
immersed about eight hundred persons 3081
ariage N K and ann whitney joined with the campbellite movement
riage
1186
86
because its principles seemed most in accordance with the scriptures 3086
Whit neys were fervent in their attempt to live the principles of
whitneyt
the whitneys
their newfound faith one issue however continued to nag at them the
lites baptized for the remission of sins and believed in the laying
Campbel
campbellites
on of hands for the gifts of the spirit but did not claim authority to confer
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the holy ghost ann whitney viewed the influence of the holy ghost as
Campbel lites lack of authority to confer the gift of the
important and the campbellites
holy ghost concerned her 87 the importance of the holy ghost in ann s
life increased when later in life the gift of tongues and other gifts of the
spirit would play a central role in her experience as a latter day saint
N K s community involvement gilberts arrival in kirtland seemed
to free up more time for N K to become involved in community affairs
smas his appointment as
affairsmas
affair was
although gilberts only involvement in local affairs
an elector on october 991827
1827 whitney became deeply involved he served
as an elector several times was placed on the committee to reelect john
quincy adams and served in a variety of other local government functions
as well including inspector of fences for many years and a member of a
committee that promoted internal improvements and the protection of
home manufactures in the region 88 he also became heavily involved in
the grand river bible society an auxiliary to the connecticut western
reserve bible society he was responsible with the reverend burbank and
deacon holbrook for the kirtland district where he was to determine
the number of families that have bibles and testaments and also the
1189
89
number of families that are destitute 3389
it is not clear how or to what
extent whitney was involved in helping the destitute meet their needs but
he quickly rose to be one of many vice presidents of the tract society organized from those involved in the bible society 90 sidney rigdon was also
part of this bible society
the golden bible in kirtland mary rollins gilbert s niece
recalled that the townsfolk in kirtland heard about a new religious book in
new york on september 221829 exactly two years to the day after joseph
gainesville
Painesville telegraph published an
smith received the golden plates the painesville
article under the heading golden bible announcing that someone in
new york claimed to have seen the spirit of the almighty 7991 it was sometime during this same period that ann and N K had a singular experience
while searching out the things of the spirit with sidney rigdon s group
seeking for greater influence by the holy ghost in their lives ann recalled
C

it was midnight as my husband and 1I in our house at kirtland were
praying to the father to be shown the way the spirit rested upon us and
a cloud overshadowed the house it was as though we were out of doors
the house passed away from our vision we were not conscious of anything but the presence of the spirit and the cloud that was over us we
were wrapped in the cloud A solemn awe pervaded us we saw the cloud
and felt the spirit of the lord then we heard a voice out of the cloud
saying prepare to receive the word of the lord for it is coming at this
we marveled greatly but from that moment we knew that the word of the
lord was coming to kirtland 92
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Whit neys understood that what they
through this experience the whitneys
whitneyt
were learning from sidney rigdon was not all they were searching for and
that there was additional information to come however there was no intiWhit neys knew where to look for the word of the lord
mation that the whitneys
whitneyt
and they continued in the campbellite church which was to us the
1193
93
nearest pattern to our saviors teachings 3393
at the end of october 1830 just over a year after the golden bible
article appeared in the local paper kirtlands
Kirt lands citizens were again confronted with news of the golden bible when four latter day saint misgainesville
sionaries passed through painesville
Paines ville on their way to mentor they brought

additional information about that strange book these missionaries
stopped primarily to visit sidney rigdon the spiritual mentor of one of
their number parley P pratt pratt recalled we tarried in this region for
some time and devoted our time to the ministry and visiting from house
3094
1194
3394
94
house94
to house
the missionaries preached a sermon in nearby euclid sidney
rigdon took the group around to his various congregations which was
probably how they were first introduced in kirtland their teaching had a
dramatic impact on the entire village pratt wrote that meetings were convened in different neighborhoods and multitudes came togeth
er soliciting
together
toseth
our attendance while thousands flocked about us daily 995
isaac morley was the first person in the area to embrace the doctrines
that the missionaries preached his example encouraged others to follow
including diantha morley billings the first woman to join the church in
kirtland 96 the missionaries slept at night at the morley farm and
preached in the surrounding area during the day including reading sections from the book of mormon at the methodist chapel on the hill by the
Whit neys were apparently not
whitneyt
cemetery south of the whitney home the whitneys
among the first to hear from the missionaries but seemed to have heard
arm later wrote
news indirectly through their friends ann
when

heard that these elders were preaching without money or
remuneration of any kind and more especially when 1I knew bro morley
had received them into his house and had united himself to their faith
and that they were opposed to all priestcraft I1 felt an earnest desire to
hear their principles proclaimed and to judge for myself 97
1I

ann believed that what she heard was true she shared it with her husband telling him she planned on being baptized into the new faith N K
asked her to wait until he had a chance to feel the same conviction but ann
could not wait and was baptized a few days before her husband in november 1830 98
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the gilbert family was also drawn into the church at this time mary
rollins and her mother keziah were among those baptized in october
while sidney and elizabeth gilbert waited until spring 1831
THE WHITNEYS AND THE LATTERDAY
LATTER DAY SAINTS

when the whitney family joined their new faith on or near november 15
1830 99 they were among a large group of converts in the area between
november 15 and november 30 local church membership grew from
twenty or thirty members to about one hundred 100 apparently the whit
neys joined the church without having read even part of the book of mormon although the missionaries arrived in ohio well supplied with the
newbibles
bibles 101 there clearlywere
clearly were not enough to go around for the thousands
new
gainesville
who were interested in their message the painesville
Paines ville telegraph gave a very
brief summary of the work because few had a copy available to read 102
when the missionaries arrived that fall cold weather was already on its
way this meant that squire sawyerss
ss orchard where summer meetings
Sawyer
were generally held was no longer a suitable place to preach in the winter
the congregation met in school houses and at residences
including
on the whitney and morley properties some of the first meetings of the
latter day saints in ohio were held at the home of selah griffin on
chardon road a little east of the whitney home at least one of those earliest congregational meetings in kirtland took place at the whitney
Whit neys also provided wine for the first sacrament and for
home 103 the whitneys
wbitneys
whitneyt
many subsequent observances of that ordinance in kirtland 104
while the members were meeting in kirtland joseph was preparing to
join them there following the commandment to gather to ohio he left
with emma for ohio but joseph and the four men traveling with him
stopped to preach along the way 105 getting to kirtland early in february
john whitmer arrived in kirtland about two weeks earlier and the local
newspaper announced then that joseph was on his way so the whitneys
Whit neys
whitneyt
were expecting him 106
Whit neys had been members for only a few months when they
whitneyt
the whitneys
met the prophet ann whitney later recorded this important event
joseph smith with his wife emma and a servant girl came to kirtland in a sleigh they drove up in front of my husband s store joseph
jumped out and went in he reached his hand across the counter to my
husband and called him by name my husband not thinking it was any
one in whom he was interested spoke saying 1 I could not call you by
name as you have me he answered 1 I am joseph the prophet you have
prayed me here now what do you want of me my husband brought
them directly to our own house we were more than glad to welcome them
and share with them all the comforts and blessings we enjoyed 107
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neys were expecting the prophet they perhaps were
whitneys
although the Whit
whitneyt
whitneys
not expecting his manner of presentation Whit
neys grandson later recalled
whitneyt
that not only did the prophet call him by name something not entirely
unexpected because Whit
whitneys
whitneyt
neys name was likely on a large sign out front
08
but he also followed it with the unusual phrase thou art the man 108
the
only other record of josephs using this phrase was when he cited scripture
amules used in the book of mormon when he met
it was the same phrase amulek
alma agreeing that he was a holy prophet of god and continuing thou
art the man whom an angel said in a vision thou shalt receive therefore
go with me into my house and I1 will impart unto thee of my food
and it
came to pass that the man received him into his house
and he brought
forth bread and meat and set before alma alma 8 20 21 similarly N K
whitney provided a home and food for joseph and his family 109
it is unclear exactly how many people whitney took under his roof at
this time there may have been two servants with emma and her children
years later whitney family members recalled a young boy with a servant
girl when the smiths arrived in kirtland 110 since emma had been very ill
and had lain in bed for an entire month just before leaving for ohio some
assistance from servant children was entirely warranted
the smiths stayed at the whitney home for some weeks nl ann had
112
then a babe in arms and two older children living 11112
the whitney family
of five did not leave much space in their small home for the smiths little
orson whitney was just under a year old when the smiths arrived while
sarah ann whitney was five and horace whitney was seven aunt sarah
might also have been living in the home but was more likely living on her
13
brothers property at the north end of kirtland flats at this time 113
their
red store was occupied by another family and the white store did not
have the necessary modifications at the time to accommodate the group
Whit neys east room on the main
joseph and emma were put into the whitneys
whitneyt
level of the home a nine by twelve ve
foot
ot room just off the front
entrance 114 at this time emma was between six and seven months pregnant with twins and would have been feeling awkward and exhausted having just traveled about two hundred and thirty miles with all her worldly
belongings since she had been in bed for a month before they left new
york for ohio even the small whitney room would have been a comforting respite gathering to ohio was as inconvenient for those who arrived as
for those who accommodated them

joseph and emma smith at the whitney home

the smiths

arrived in kirtland on friday february 4 115 and must
have taken at least a few days to get minimally unpacked and situated
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since a wagon followed their sleigh they might have brought some furniture as well as clothing and sacred papers but there was no room in the
whitney home to store their things despite the inconvenience and
crowded conditions the Whit
whitneys
whitneyt
neys did all they could to make the smiths
comfortable during their stay joseph smith reminisced that while under
the care of the Whit
whitneys
whitneyt
neys his family received every kindness and attention
116 ann
which could be expected and especially from sister whitney ilg
agreed joseph and emma were very dear to me and with my own hands
117
1I ministered to them feeling it a privilege and an honor to do so
so117
however joseph did not even have time to settle into the whitney
home before he began filling his role as leader of the new faith on the day
he arrived joseph met with the elders of the church he observed that
strange notions and false spirits had crept in among the lords people in
kirtland a fact that prompted him to receive the first of many revelations
in ohio introduction to section 41 the three critical issues presented in
long term ramifications for the kirtland saints
that revelation would have longterm
they were told that the elders of the church should meet together to agree
upon my word and receive my law dac
d&c 412 3 the members were
also commanded that their prophet joseph should have a house built in
which to live and translate dac
d&c 417 the third important issue was
the calling of edward partridge to be ordained a bishop unto the
churchd&c 419 although no one knew then how a bishop should fulfill his calling the use of the word bishop would have suggested to kirt
lands new saints something similar to the campbellite ministerial office
they were familiar with
by the next wednesday twelve elders met together and portions of
the law of the church were revealed to the group as a whole as they discussed doctrine dac
d&c 42 although it is generally believed that these early
revelations were received at the whitney home the home was small and
there may have been more convenient places to meet with a group of men
however at least some people came to meet with the prophet in the whithome 18 fig 5
ney home118
11

cc

CC

experiences with gifts of the spirit
in late march or early april 1831 elsa johnson arrived in kirtland she
came with a group of eight people from portage county to ask the prophet
to heal her afflicted arm joseph invited the entourage or parts of it to stay
overnight and meet him the next morning in the whitney parlor where he
19
ilg
healed elsa s arm 119
ann had a particular giftof
gifton speaking in tongues ann recalled that the
prophet promised her she would never lose the gift if she remained wise in
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using it according to a local minister she used seer stones also known as
mormon elders and women often searched the bed of the
peep stones
river for stones with holes caused by the sand washing out to peep into N K
120
whitney s wife had one 11120
Whit neys the smiths moved onto the
whitneyt
after several weeks with the whitneys
property of isaac morley 121 in obedience to commandment dac
d&c 417 a
home was quickly built on the morley property the smiths were living
there by april 30 when emma delivered her twins 122
11

neys role as bishop
N K whitney and company and Whit
whitnes
edward partridge was called as the first bishop in the restored church
he served the saints in missouri with N K whitney serving as his agent
for kirtland and for the congregations in the eastern part of the united
states on december 41831 the lord called whitney to be bishop in kirtland it is expedient in me for a bishop to be appointed unto you or of

the whitney home kirtland ohio 1907 photographed by george
edward anderson the whitney family always lived in
m a modest home while in
kirtland this picture shows the home after the upper floor was raised from its
FIG 5

original half story and the old red store was attached to the rear of the home in
place of the smaller summer kitchen the small room on the maln
main level in the corner facing the viewer was where joseph and emma smith stayed when they first
arrived in kirtland
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you unto the church in this part of the lords vineyard
whitney s grandson orson FE whitney later recalled

d&c 722
dac

the thought of assuming this important responsibility was almost
more than he could bear
he distrusted his ability and deemed himself incapable of discharging the high and holy trust in his perplexity he
appealed to the prophet
1

cannot see a bishop in myself brother joseph but if you say its the
win ill try
lords will
you need not take my word alone answered the prophet kindly
go and ask father for your
seif
self 123
yourself
I

whitney prayed in his bedroom for confirmation and heard a voice
124
from heaven thy strength is in me 111124
he then went to the prophet and
said he would accept the office ann whitney recalled that bishop whitney
felt that it would require a vast amount of patience of perseverance and of
wisdom to magnify his calling 125
before whitney s call the office of bishop was largely undefined in
revelation bishop partridge had been working as a hatter and general
gainesville
Paines ville when he was asked to leave his merchandise
entrepreneur in painesville
and to spend all his time in the labors of the church dac
d&c 419 in a subsequent revelation members were instructed to impart of their substance
unto the poor by laying it before the bishop and his counselors everyone would receive a stewardship by consecration and the excess would
be kept in a storehouse to administer to the poor and needy under
bishop partridge s direction the law of consecration and stewardship
developed in missouri 126
bishop partridge s experiences could easily have established the pattern for subsequent bishops but whitney seemed unsure of the direction
he should follow did the command for partridge to leave his merchandise apply to all bishops or was it specific instruction just for partridge
when whitney was ordained a bishop he did not know at the time nor
joseph either what the position of a bishop was 127 the lord gave only this
instruction when whitney was called the duty of the bishop shall be
made known by the commandments which have been given and the voice
of the conference dac
d&c 727 this left how bishop whitney fulfilled his
calling open to personal inspiration
whitney did receive specific direction on a few matters particularly
that he was to keep the lord s storehouse in kirtland and to administer to
the wants of church elders who shall pay for that which they receive
inasmuch as they have wherewith to pay dac
d&c 7211 unlike partridge
who had been commanded to leave his merchandise whitney understood
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this instruction to mean that he would continue operating his store and
charge for his merchandise where it seemed sensible this situation set him
up for problems with customers such as the unsatisfied member who said
that bro whitney was not fit for a bishop and that he treated the brethren
who came into the store with disrespect that he was overbearing and fain
1211
1281
&c
&c128
would walk on the necks of the brethren ac
another brother accused
him of the same things although bishop whitney was exonerated such
accusations would naturally hamper his ability to operate his store while
serving in a leadership position complicating matters further the N K
whitney and company store also began to operate as a bishop ss storehouse where the poor could occasionally come for assistance although
there is no evidence such aid was given on more than a limited basis 129

sidney gilbert and the store in missouri
Whit neys joined the church they remained fervent in living
whitneyt
after the whitneys
up to their beliefs they were perhaps the most financially successful family
in the entire town and had resources to continue fostering their nascent
religious community since whitney s friend sidney gilbert was also part
of the firm gilbert was also in a position to promote using the firm to help
the saints he was not in a position to help directly however judging from
tax records from 1830 on sidney gilbert never had personal property in
kirtland the amount of personal property whitney owned on the other
hand continued to increase 130
the brief business relationship between whitney and gilbert in kirtland changed dramatically with the arrival of joseph smith and the gathering of the latter day saints to kirtland gilbert left for missouri in june
1831 after being commanded by the lord to travel there with joseph smith
and sidney rigdon dac
d&c 535 shortly after arriving there he was
instructed to establish a store primarily to sell goods without fraud that
he may obtain money to buy lands for the good of the saints and that he
may obtain whatsoever things the disciples may need to plant them in their
inheritance dac
d&c 578 thus it was clear that the merchants would play
an important role in helping the church the significance of this missouri
store was reinforced in revelation when gilbert returned briefly to kirtland
131
family131
in the fall to pick up his family
and now verily 1I say that it is expedient in me that my servant sidney gilbert after a few weeks shall return
zion dac
upon his business and to his agency in the land of
ofzion
d&c 6418
obediently gilbert returned to missouri quickly with his family
while whitney and company operated in kirtland gilbert whitney
and company purchased a store on a lot right at the prime intersection in
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independence missouri this arrangement allowed gilbert to move his
family into a substantial home near his newly purchased brick store
where he could operate the gilbert and whitney missouri business
interests gilberts arm of the firm apparently relied heavily on the kirtland enterprise 132
N K whitney had not gone to missouri with gilbert so he would naturally have wondered what his role would be in the new store when the
prophet returned to kirtland in august the subsequent revelation on
the subject was apparently the first hint that his store and the things in it
were not entirely his own but to be shared freely under his own discretion
with the church let my servant newel K whitney retain his store or in
other words the store yet for a little season nevertheless let him impart
all the money which he can impart to be sent up unto the land of zion
d&c 6342 43 italics added
dac
by spring 1832 the value of the merchandise of N K whitney and
company had dropped from 2500 to 2000
2000 the first drop in value
133
which seems to indisince whitney started his operation in kirtland133
kirtland
cate that whitney was sending support to missouri in 1832 church members were also asked to contribute money to the missouri store philo
dibble later recalled that he was then called on for money to be placed in
the hands of brothers whitney and gilbert who were going to new york
to purchase goods to take up to jackson county and gave them three
70134
11134
134
hundred dollars 71134
despite the contributions of whitney and others however the missouri store continued to struggle on december lo
1832 about a year after
10
101832
the missouri store was established gilbert wrote a letter to church headquarters condemning some church leaders in response they acknowledged that sidney gilbert is doing much and has a multitude of business
let him do just as the lord has commanded him and then the
on hand
lord will open his coffers and his wants will be liberally supplied but if
this uneasy covetous disposition be cherished by him the lord will bring
135
him to poverty shame and disgrace 11135
it is hard now to say which of the promised alternatives gilbert acted
on however the following july unrest developed in jackson county during which the missouri store encountered heavy opposition sidney gilbert
was among the leading elders in independence missouri when the mob
came into town and started destroying things in july 1833 fig 6 he joined
bishop partridge isaac morley and others in offering themselves on behalf
of the church but their offer was rejected gilbert was allowed to sell his
remaining goods before he left 136
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july 20
raiding printing property and store at independence missouri juiy20
1833 in this photograph of a now lost painting by C C A christensen the mob
clamors in the distance to destroy a building identified by a large white sign as
gilberts store N K whitney and company in kirtland contributed significant
resources to help establish the firm in missouri and foster the gathering of latter
day saints there
FIG 6 mobbers
robbers

the smiths and church headquarters at the whitney store
one of the most significant roles N

whitney and his family played
Kirt lands history was through providing living space for the prophets
in kirtlands
family and space for joseph to carry out the lords work in february 1831
when the prophet first arrived in kirtland the Whit
neys had shared their
whitneys
whitneyt
home with the smiths and in spring 1832 the smiths again needed lodging
in kirtland
A home for emma in kirtland that spring joseph was going to missouri with N K whitney due to the financial struggles of the missouri
store As they were leaving whitney suggested that emma move temporarily
pora rily from hiram and stay with his wife in kirtland 137 emma followed
the request to stay in the whitney home at first aunt sarah turned emma
away saying that there was not enough room 138 since the modest whitney
K

home had only a nine by twelve foot bedroom on the main level and a single
open half story sleeping area on the second level for the entire whitney
family including four or five young children and ann who was sick aunt
sarahs perception that there was not room in the home for her and emma
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would have been reasonable if emma were to stay at the home she would
have shared a bed with aunt sarah or slept in the summer kitchen in the
rear of the home emma apparently expected to sleep in the summer
kitchen but the weather was getting warmer and aunt sarah refused to let
emma stay in the summer kitchen
Whit
neys properties and those of N K whitney and company were
whitneys
whitneyt
apparently the only properties owned by latter day saints in the flats then
gilbert s family had moved out of the red store but it was apparently not
Whit neys father and mother moved into the
available for emma N K whitneys
whitneyt
red store about this time 139 that left the white store as the only place
available for a temporary residence but sidney rigdon and his family were
already living there 140 these unfortunate circumstances explain how
emma who had just lost one child had a year old little girl and was about
three months pregnant found herself living at the homes of reynolds
cahoon frederick G williams and her in laws while waiting for her husband to return from missouri N K whitney and joseph smith returned
from missouri on july 5 1832 141 joseph then returned with emma and
julia murdock smith to hiram where they continued living
by september whitney was able to make space available on his property for the smiths sidney rigdon had been unwell and confined to his bed
in the white store for six or seven weeks until the end of august 1832 142
when rigdon had recovered whitney allowed the rigdon family to move
into a log home on another property he owned 143 this freed up space in
the white store allowing joseph smith to move out of the johnson home
in hiram ohio on september 12 1832 and settle in kirtland where
church activity began converging
when the smith family moved into the white store emma was pregnant as was ann whitney As the smiths moved in ann went into labor
and delivered a son the following day clearly she was not able to attend as
dutifully to the smiths needs for a short time after they moved in as she
had done earlier six weeks later emma gave birth to a baby boy 144
the school of the prophets and the word of wisdom the smiths
lived in the dwelling portion of the white store 145 the church conducted business in other upstairs rooms brigham young later described
these early meetings

the first school of the prophets was held in a small room

in which

the prophet received revelations and in which he instructedhis
instructed his brethren
the brethren came to that place for hundreds of miles to attend school in
46
a little room probably no larger than eleven by fourteen 146

many sacred meetings were held in that small room and a number of significant events took place there the word of wisdom was first given there
nificant
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when the word ofwisdom was first presented by the prophet joseph
as he came out of the translating room and was read to the school
all
ali
ail
there were twenty out of the twenty one who used tobacco and they an
immediately threw their tobacco and pipes into the fire there were
members as follows joseph smith hyrum smith william smith
fredrick G williams orson hyde who had the charge of the school
zebedee coltrin sylvester smith joseph smith sen levi hancock
martin harris sidney rigdon newell K whitney samuel H smith
john murdock lyman johnson and ezra thayer 147 fig 7

during early meetings at the store many of the plans for kirtland were
developed and refined it was in the white store that many of the discussions were held about building the temple joseph and his family moved
out of the white store into their own home up near the temple probably
in 1836 148 however the store continued to serve as a meeting place from
time to time

149

the united firm of newel K whitney and company
in spring 1832 while emma tried to find a place in kirtland for her
family N K whitney traveled with joseph smith to jackson county missouri in missouri joseph and N K met with other leading brethren to

FIG 7 pipe fragments uncov-

ered by the author in the ash
pit archaeological dig just
south of the whitney ashery
september 2000 these pipe
fragments may be a remnant
of those thrown into the
whitney fireplace when
joseph received the word of
wisdom although we have a
clear date of 1842 in layers well
above the pipe fragment level
in the dig it is hard to date
each layer of earth precisely

aq
0q
0

v

0

U

since orson hyde smoked
and worked at the ashery some of his pipes may have broken and ended up in the
ashes on site however whitney bought ashes from other peoples kitchens to run
through his ashery and he probably took his own ashes to the ashery there is a
very good chance that at least some if not all of the pipe fragments uncovered
came from the whitney fireplace the name johnson is stamped on the side of
one of the pipe stems lyman johnson was present when the revelation was
given however there were many johnsons in the area or the name may be a manufacturers
rs mark and positive identification is impossible
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find a solution to the financial troubles of the missouri saints during
these meetings joseph received a revelation that brought N K further into
church financial operations
therefore verily 1I say unto you that it is expedient for my servants
edward partridge and newel K whitney A sidney gilbert and sidney
rigdon and my servant joseph smith and john whitmer and oliver
cowdery and W W phelps and martin harris to be bound together by
a bond and covenant
to manage the affairs of the poor and all things pertaining to the
bishopric both in the land of
ofzion
zion and in the land of kirtland
and you are to be equal or in other words you are to have equal
claims on the properties for the benefit of managing the concerns of
steward ships dac
your stewardships
d&c 8211 121517

although all nine of these men were particularly qualified to help
manage the affairs of the poor only N K whitney was financially successful enough to use his own resources to help significantly although
martin harris and edward partridge had been prosperous they had given
all they had to the church before this time whitney was already helping
sidney rigdon joseph smith and indirectly sidney gilbert oliver cowdery would also soon owe whitney a little money 150 although equal
claims on the properties seems ambiguous today apparently in the minds
of those present it was clear that the properties under discussion were the
1832 another gatherwhitney mercantile interests the next day april 27
271832
ing of priesthood holders resolved that the name of the firm mentioned
in the commandments yesterday be gilbert whitney & company in zion
11151
151
co
company
geauga
&
ohio
in
geaugh
kwhitney
kirtland
by
whitney
and newel K
KW
hitney
april 30 the combined missouri and ohio companies had come to be

known as the united firm 152
sidney gilbert and N K whitney were appointed agents to act in the
name of the united firm the first item of business assigned to the new
organization was to secure a loan for fifteen thousand dollars for five years
or longer at 6 percent interest apparently this loan was meant as the
prophet stated for supplying the saints with stores in missouri and
153
N K whitney and company was assigned to negotiate the loan
ohio 11153
on behalf of the church during the return trip to kirtland whitney broke
his leg in several places 154 which delayed attempting to negotiate loans but
in fall 1832 he left with joseph smith for new york and massachusetts even
though his leg was not fully healed the two preached along the way but
loans were not acquired at that time for reasons unknown 155
after the united firm was formed whitney served as a manager of
financial operations for church affairs even acting as a financial attorney
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for some members on june 18
1833 his former neighbors selah and polly
181833
griffin gave him power of attorney to represent them in a land transfer
their land in kirtland ohio was sold to seth johnson by their attorney
N K whitney the griffins were given land in missouri apparently in
exchange for consecrating their acre and a half in kirtland to the
church 156 whitney was likely acting in his role as bishop as the griffins
attorney joseph coe who had purchased the peter french farm for
5530
5000
5500
5000 as agent for the church transferred ownership of the farm to N K
whitney and company at the same time 157 during this time the united
firm became responsible for more than one hundred acres of church
churchs
churcls financial officer N K whit
property scattered in kirtland as the churche
ney paid taxes on this property 158
whitney s role in the united firm meant he was involved financially
with all of the leading brethren in the church he was also given special
responsibility over the french farm property As united firm members discussed the disposition of the farm they had purchased the councel sic
could not agree who should take the charge of it but all agreed to enquire of
159
11159the
1833
the lord 11159
the revelation joseph subsequently received on june 4 1833
in response to the request of the council directed them to place whitney in
charge of the french property and to divide the land into lots for the
benefit of those who seek inheritances in kirtland dac
d&c 963 160 whitney
remained responsible for the french property while the united firm was
still together he even paid taxes on the peter french inn for four years 161
although title to the kirtland ashery remained in N K whitney s
name given subsequent use of the property for temple construction he
likely perceived it as a church entity or at least he believed that the church
had rights to what it produced as long as the united firm was operative 162
N K whitney s relationship to these properties is not wholly clear
this may be due in part to the secrecy surrounding the operations of the
united firm when the revelations dealing with the united firm were published pseudonyms were used for the organization and those involved with
it this reinforced a lack of understanding of the organization and its
members by outsiders and most latter day saints even orson hyde who
worked in the whitney enterprise for a time and served as an apostle did
not understand early church economic organization in kirtland when
the church was headquartered in nauvoo hyde was one of a number of
people responsible for the story abroad that we held property common
among the heads or principle sic men in the church in kirtland whitney strongly denied this rumor he insisted we never held any property
in common when he served in the church leadership in kirtland 163 however even after the united firm was dissolved most church members
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continued to misunderstand the economic activities of church leaders
because N K whitney and edward partridge both served as bishops for
the church it was easy to assume that their approach to their callings and
solutions to challenges were the same this was not entirely the case

threatened expulsion from kirtland under the poor laws
Whit neys role in assisting the poor became centrally imporwhitneyt
in 1833 whitneys
tant to furthering the work of the church when those opposed to the latter
day saints in kirtland used the poor laws as a means of fighting the
church after the first season of temple construction R D cotterell and
john parks the elected overseers of the poor in kirtland submitted a list
of persons for the town constable stephen sherman to warn about possible
expulsion 164 this action gasn
wasnitt entirely unusual in many towns the
overseers of the poor were elected officials responsible to make sure that
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those not willing to support themselves did not become dependent on the
community anyone considered destitute or without visible means of support who came in from outside the community and was duly warned could
not ask the town for assistance without being expelled from the community whitney s early work with the bible tract society helping the destitute
would naturally have placed him at odds with this practice years before the
overseers of the poor set themselves against the church
although town records indicate that the overseers of the poor warned
a few families from time to time in kirtland in winter 1833 34 for the
first time in the town s history the warning included a long list of names
the first warning listed twenty two heads of household and their families
and the second listed twenty seven heads of household and their families the
threatened expulsion was no small event for the 150 members of the church
then in kirtland several of those warned were working on the temple among
those warned of expulsion were three men assigned in revelation to assist
the poor of the church joseph smith jr sidney rigdon and martin harris
the constable served papers on those on the first list in december and the
second list of additional targets was prepared in january by the overseers
to the poor 165
whitney s resources were already stretched thin the merchandise in
his store had already dropped to 1500 in 1833 the lowest point ever in his
operation 166 the church also had significant needs brought about by
temple construction in kirtland and property acquisition in missouri
although antagonism was clearly at the root of the slated expulsions of the
poor there was likely some truth to the accusation that church members
on the warning lists were unemployed the lists were drawn up when
temple construction was inhibited because of weather conditions during
the winter the water froze so access to the sandstone quarries was virtually
could not operate those assisting in temple
impossible and the sawmill couldnot
down time in addiconstruction had little other work available during this downtime
tion not as many missionaries were returning from the field with gifts and
donations from members during the winter months as they had in the fall

the united firms dissolution
by early 1834 kirtland seemed stretched to its financial limits
although whitney s merchandise bounced back from an all time low of
167 several members of the
levels
its
in
normal
in
to
1833
1834
i834
1500
2500
united firm were heavily in debt to the united firm the united firm
was not a common stock enterprise each member of the organization was
responsible for reimbursing the united firm for resources they used
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whitney would later point out that even among the leading brethren who were
168
members of the united firm we never held any property in common 11168
in february and march joseph smith and other church leaders traveled through ohio and new york to gather resources and people for zions
camp an organized effort to reinstate gilbert in his missouri store and
others to their property after they had been driven out the previous july As
part of these redemptive efforts the prophet preached for the church to
gather up their riches but this gathering of riches was not only to assist in
missouri the saints were to devise means or obtain money for the relief
of the brethren in kirtland say two thousand dollars which sum would
deliver the church in kirtland from debt joseph gave three of the
brethren the specific assignment to obtain the two thousand dollars which
they thought they could do by the first of april 169
unfortunately the trip east to gather money for zion s camp and to
redeem kirtlands
Kirt lands debts did not obtain enough money to help the united
firm hoping for another solution on april 7 joseph met with whitney
and other leading brethren in the white store they prayed that god
would furnish the means to deliver the united firm from debt that they
170
they also prayed that joseph would prevail in a
might be set at liberty 11170
lawsuit which he did on april 9 the next day church leaders agreed to dissolve the united firm and each one have his stewardship set off to him 171
instructed that every one
when the organization was dissolved the lord instructedthat
of what was then called the united firm was to give up all notes &
172
whitney had
demands that they had against each other and all be equal 11172
the financial means to cover the notes and demands of the members
thus the answer to the organization s debt problems the debts individual
firm members owed would be cancelled and whitney would cover the
costs the former members of the united firm would now all be equal
because they could all draw on whitney
whitness resources
although the decision to dissolve the united firm was made on april 9
the actual dissolution occurred on april 231834 speaking to those in kirtland the lord told the group they were no longer to be bound together in
a united order of priesthood leadership with those living in missouri
instead he told them that they should do business individually in their
own names dac
d&c 10449 50 on the same day in a separate revelation
those who had accounts against the united firm had them balanced without any value reed the united firm then wrote off 363535
3635.35
363535 in debt 173
the lord reemphasized in an unpublished revelation five days later
that the firm of zion and the firm of kirtland were to be separated from
each other at the same time he recognized the financial support N K
whitney and company had provided by specifying that they were to
11
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reserve three thousand dollars for the right and claim of the firm in kirt33174
11174
174
although the resources of the united
land for inheritances in due time
time174
firm went to individuals and obligations in kirtland the firm in kirtland
would still be allowed to loan the missouri firm money dac
d&c 10453

the creation of new stores in kirtland
after the united firm was disbanded whitney demonstrated his love
sh their own store in
establish
for the leaders of the church by helping them establi
estable
chardon whitney also helped joseph establish a store in kirtland that
operated in direct competition to his own establishment
when the lord dissolved the united firm in april 1834 the distribution of resources contributed in part to helping meet the needs of poor
faithful members of the united firm for example sidney rigdon was
ic
appointed by revelation the place where he now resides and the lot of
the tannery for his stewardship dac
d&c 10420 the property he was living
on belonged to N K whitney 175
despite some assistance given to poorer members of the united firm
they were still not entirely able to take care of their own needs in addition
the church needed to pay off debts incurred during temple construction
the pressures on the poor saints in kirtland and the financial needs of the
church appear to be the impetus for the expansion of merchandising
efforts in geauga
geaugh county
on wednesday october 71835
7 1835 bishop whitney and hyrum smith
york
mork
started by stage to buffalo new morv
korv where whitney had already developed contacts a good reputation and solid credit to purchase goods for
the various stores joseph smith received a blessing through the urim
arim and
thummim for bishop whitney before he left 176 in that blessing bishop
whitney received specific instruction related to the poor he was promised
the time cometh that he shall overcome all the narrow mindedness of his
heart and all his covetous desires that so easily beset him and he shall deal
with a liberal hand to the poor and the needy the sick and the afflicted the
widow and the fatherless bishop whitney was the one chosen by the lord
37177
11177
177
and anointed to exalt the poor and to humble the rich 71177
in buffalo new york whitney used his business connections to get
credit and letters of recommendation to creditors in new york city whitney and hyrum smith then returned to kirtland with massive amounts of
goods these goods were probably not all intended for joseph s kirtland
store as some later accounts imply 178
in 1836 N K whitney used his own business connections and
resources to help establish several stores for church leaders at least three
11
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stores grew out of those efforts rigdon smith and cowdery in chardon
the joseph smith variety store and R cahoon J carter and co in kirtland two of these stores were intended to help pay debts of temple con179
struction
st
the firm pratt and goodson run by the editors of the
kirtland edition book of mormon parley P pratt and john goodson may
also have received whitney s assistance
joseph himself learned how hard it was to operate a store and exalt
the poor when he ran operations in his store he sometimes gave away
some of his stores merchandise to needy members 180 he probably did not
give away much however because ira ames an experienced businessman
was involved in most of the day to day operations of the store still for
some reason the kirtland store did not operate for long perhaps joseph
learned he could not keep in business with the poor pressing him so heavily
to have their needs met most likely there were just too many stores to turn
much of a profit with all these church owned stores as well as stores
owned by others competing directly against N K whitney and company
the increased effort was not bringing increased funds into the church
joseph s kirtland store was closed down about a year after it started joseph
1811
traded most of his store goods away for property for the church 18
therefore although joseph did trade his goods away they were not given to the
poor individually but given to help the church as a whole

feasts for the poor

the bulk of responsibility for helping the poor remained with whitney who met with the needy in the kirtland temple he distributed butter
bread or other foods contributed by members who held fast meetings for
this purpose shortly after his call as bishop whitney received divine
instruction giving further insight he was commanded to travel round
about and among all the churches searching after the poor to administer
to their wants by humbling the rich and the proud dac
d&c 84112 during
that time a practice developed of holding patriarchal blessing meetings in
which a large dinner was served for the poor
bishop whitney and his wife regularly attended these meetings and the
whitneys
whitneyt
Whit neys decided that they too would follow this practice to honor N K s
parents who had both come to kirtland to live and had joined the church
N K s parents were both to receive their patriarchal blessings along with
Whit neys made that meeting a special event
whitneys
some other individuals the whitneyt
three days of celebration the like of which had never been seen in kirtland
ann recalled that event this feast lasted three days during which time all
in the vicinity of kirtland who would come were invited
to me it was a
33182
11182
182
feast of fat things indeed a season of rejoicing never to be forgotten 03182
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joseph wrote of his attendance at the opening of the feast commenting that this feast was after the order of the son of god the lame the halt
and blind were invited according to the instruction of the saviour
we
then received a bountiful refreshment furnished by the liberality of the
bishop the whitney home was small but many attended so they likely
attended the feast in shifts joseph attended the first day and then went
to hebrew school on the second day on the third day joseph was again at
the hebrew school when he received a note inviting him to come back to the
whitney home at noon so the poor & lame will rejoice at his presence &
also think themselves honored joseph immediately cancelled school and
returned to the feast where a large congregation assembled and they
were all filled physically and spiritually 183
when bishop whitney received his own patriarchal blessing in 1834 he
was reminded thou art a strange man and thy ways have been unlike the
ways of other men nevertheless thou hast sought to be a man of god and
to do away all thy unbelief and doubts and in this the lord has given thee
strength whitney was declared in the blessing to be a descendant of
Melchi sedek and as such he exercised priesthood authority on behalf
melchisedek
melchisedec
of the local membership and would fulfill many of the ancient roles of
184
melchizedek in his own life 18
bishop whitney recommended which
faithful brethren would be ordained to the melchizedek priesthood
winter 1836 seemed to be a transforming time in the life of bishop
whitney he increased his emphasis on reaching out to the poor and providing for their basic needs when he was out of town his two counselors
cahoon also provided assistance 185
caboon
hyrum smith and reynolds gaboon

oan
N
the death of sidney gilbert the end of
ofn

K

whitney and company

shortly after the united firm was dissolved in spring 1834 mobs drove
sidney gilbert and the other saints from their homes again his brother
came from new york to visit and died of cholera while in missouri
although the disease has a short incubation period he may have been the
one who brought death to sidney 186 zion s camp arrived at the gilbert
home just as the disease broke out and they too may have been carriers of
cholera sidney gilbert quickly became painfully ill in an attack that sufferers described as influencing their intestinal systems like the talons of a
111117
187 As
hawk187
hawk
severe dehydration set in gilbert was among the first to die
181 gilbert
was one of more than seventy people who
of the painful illness 188
became ill and one of more than fourteen who died of cholera at the time
after gilbert died on june 29
1834 it took several years to sort out all
291834
the legal issues associated with his business interests frederick G williams
was appointed administrator of his estate by elizabeth gilbert in july 1838
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samuel R whitney knows not the lord

when bishop whitney received his patriarchal blessing in 1834
he had concerns about his family in relation to the gospel of ghrist
christ
those concerns were addressed in his blessing thy father will yet
shali
shall rejoice in his old age he
come into the church and his heart shail
aiso concerned about his brother samuel F whitney who liked
was also
reher to himself as the reverend whitney a long
to refer
iong time methodist
with no formal religious training N K
those concerns

s

blessing commented on

thou hast an ungodly brother who knows not the lord neither
does he understand his ways though he supposes he is a minister
heet are upon the rock
of the gospel and makes his boasts that his feet
that cannot be moved orson F whitney newell kimball whitney latter
datter day
dax saint biographical encyclopedia 128

aiso
the blessing also

acknowledged that N K had besought the lord
for samuel and greatly desired his salvation
many times gor
N K whitneys
Whitneys concern for his brother samuel became more
whitneyt
after father and mother whitney joined the saints the stubacute ahter
born son continued to resist samuel recalled that one day an elder
eider
gouid was brought to the house to talk
gould
taik with him
I1 was painting my

hirst read
brothers house he first

a chapter or

two from the bible
bibie in the unknown tongue
and then set out
wife said
sald 1I had better spend
to convert samuel my brother s wige
time to have him do it it would be of infinite value to me I1 objected
sald he would give me the
to neglecting my work my brother said
gouid I1 had not a mind susceptible of the gorce
force of his
time I1 told gould
1I laid
arguments
he retorted 1I see the devil in your eye
down my paint pot and brush and started for him he fled
mrs H W wilson statement in naked truths about mormons
cormons
Mor mons
ed arthur B deming oakland calif deming 1888 3

philistus
Phil astus
samuel continued to challenge the faithful duning
during philastus
Hurl
trial in 1834 samuel testified against joseph smith s veracity
huri
hurlbuts
buts triai
hurlbutt
affer
triai joseph and samuel and others had a confrontation at the
after the trial
whitney store As recorded in 1885 by samuel joseph asked samuel
why he had testified as he did A discussion began in which the two
men questioned each other s veracity samuel recalled

the conversation began in the morning and lasted two hours
fist in my face raved around violently and threatened
jo shook his hist
to whip me my brother ordered us to stop talking that he would
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am

S

free his
sald he must bree
not have such conversation in his store jo said
mind 1I told him to go ahead 1I would take care of N K jos language was out of character rigdon began talking 1I told him he
ought to have better manners than to speak when his master was
speaking two weeks previous jo laid his hands on me and called
1I said
me his spiritual brother
sald I1 should not reject a spiritual
mormons
ile the store was full of cormons
brother because he swore to a lie
and I1 the only gentile but I1 was not afraid of them samuel F
whitney statement of rev S F whitney on mormonism in
cormons
Mor mons 3
naked truths about mormons

samuel remained in kirtland and ai
died
e d march 221886 never
neve having
Deseret News may 26 i886292
joined the church died in kirtland deseretnews

the last bill sent for collection by N

whitney and company was dated
august 41838 which dates the end of the entity as a corporation 189
previously with the dissolution of the united firm the lord gave
whitney the entire lot he had owned jointly with gilbert dac
d&c 10439
however the property records were never changed to reflect this elizabeth
gilbert had the land put up at public auction when she later settled her
husband s estate 190 N K whitney was living in illinois at the time and had
his brother samuel purchase gilberts half of the property at auction 191 he
never insisted that he had a right to the property because it had been given
to him by revelation 192 this suggests that whitney was more interested in
helping gilbert s widow when he purchased the property from her than he
K

was in making a profit

Whit
whitneys
neys financial sacrifices for the church
whitneyt

after the united firm was dissolved and whitney was given back all
his property by commandment his merchandise value rose again to the
consistent 2500 where it stayed for the rest of the time the whitneys
vvthitneys
whitneyt
Whit neys
remained in kirtland 193 by his own estimation whitney had 7761 in net
worth when he left kirtland including the 2046 still owed him although
prices were still high in town this was substantially less than whitney
started out with when first called to be a bishop if his brother samuel gave
an accurate assessment samuel said his brother N K was a thorough and
successful business man worth when he became a mormon from twenty
194
to thirty thousand dollars 11194
although the huge difference between
twenty and thirty thousand dollars suggests that samuel was only guessing
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whitney had clearly sacrificed financially for the church even after writing off some debts by commandment and contributing to a variety of
church and member needs the company still owed him 946 195

troubles in kirtland
although N K whitney was able to keep his store profitable during all
the early financial struggles the church encountered he could not keep
entirely free from the problems others faced because the church relied so
heavily on his financial strength when whitney encountered problems the
entire church felt it something referred to only as embarrassed circumstances happened in fall 1834 that impacted whitney s fortunes the
counsellors
coun sellors decided that brother newel K whitney be privileged to make
such arrangements with his store as he shall deem most advisable consid196
ering his present embarrassed circumstances 11196
although the nature of
the problems that arose is unclear by the next spring the value of whitney s
ashery dropped from 310 to 77 197 A major destruction of the building
98
and later reworking of the remains is confirmed by recent archaeology 198
although its impossible to date such an event precisely by archaeological
methods the destruction could have occurred in fall 1834 whitney was
99
able to list only the entrails to the ashery as an asset by 1837 199
the most likely cause of the ashery s destruction was fire fire was not
unusual in kirtland earlier a fire had broken out in orson johnson s shoe
shop located about twenty feet north of the whitney home lumber cut at
the sawmill on the whitney ashery property caught on fire no less than six
separate times while drying in the kiln 200 thus the lack of contemporary
accounts of the ashery fire is unusual but given the frequent fires in the
area it is not unexpected however the financial loss due to the destruction of
ofwhitney
whitney s massive potash factory must have been significant and
unexpected whitney sold his ashery property in february 1837 to jacob
bump who sold the property to jonathon holmes in april 1837 201 eventually the brick flooring was reworked into an outside ashery operation
and a smaller building was erected on a portion of the foundation as a tannery but the church lost the ashery as a major source of income
As problems increased dissension within the church rose along with
antagonism toward members by outsiders fig 8 however even given the
difficulties in kirtland the Whit
neys remained there long after others left
whitneys
whitneyt
and only moved west when they were finally asked to do so

the loss of the N

K

whitney and company property in kirtland

the whitney family left kirtland for far west missouri
where N K whitney had been called to serve as bishop of the newly

in fall
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N K whitney properties
As part of the estate proceedings N K whitney disclosed in 1837

his property interests including interest on gilberts business dealings whitney made a list of these separate interests while he still
lived in kirtland
ali appurtenances on which
ail
one acre of land with all
ilves
he now lives
the white store lot on the north east corner
joseph smith jun or
two city lots bot
dot of joserh
sami whitney sen
saml
haig
halg
our own
half of the south east corner oun
sssw
A lease of the springs
hill
r 0 on the hlll
save enough to carry a distillery
Z
A quit claim deed of school house lot
on the flats cost 20
8 burying ground lots
some of Cahoon
in grave yard on the hill bot of tempie
temple
half of hay scale on the flats with jno johnson 50
part of a lot on which is the cold
coid spring

2500
1500
1500

500
0
500
500
20

40
50

t

onthehillbotofcahoonorredfield
one bark store on M C davis lot

0
100
loo

sys

fiss

aiss

gift of S shannon

5

5715

trurner
the entrails of ashery lot 400 note vs thurner
do vs
V
oki
uki

di

75

notes vs kimball
note vs joseph young
note vs CS whitney
notes vs the company
i

290
300
35
sf

3

X note vs spary son
note vs A S G estate
14 march 1837 P interest

list of property owned by N

946
20
2046
46
I

f
as
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FIG 8 N K Whit
whitneys
neys military issue pistol
whitneyt

and accoutrements As troubles
increased in kirtland confrontations occurred between latter day saints and
kirtland residents although the mild natured whitney was an army sutler during
the war of 1812 he apparently did not have a weapon to defend his family and the
prophet living on his property this US army pistol was made about 1819 and
could shoot a half ounce ball serving as formidable protection the pistol was
about fifteen years old when whitney bought it as army surplus in the i83os
183os he
made the accoutrements himself sometime that same decade whitney carried his
pistol during the troubles in far west and nauvoo and as the leader of a company
of pioneers traveling to the great salt lake valley

formed stake at adam ondi ahman in missouri the whitneys
whitneyt
Whit neys and other
saints encountered heavy persecution and were driven into illinois where
they lived in difficult circumstances 202 joseph smith invited the whitneys
Whit neys
whitneyt
to live in a small cottage in his yard employing N K in his nauvoo store
ann wrote that this was a fulfillment of prophecy

one day while coming out of the house into the yard the remembrance of a prophecy joseph smith had made to me while living in our
house in kirtland flashed through my mind like an electric shock it was
this that even as we had done by him in opening our doors to him and
his family when he was without a home even so should we in the future
be received by him into his house 203

Whit neys must have believed that they would return to kirtland
whitneyt
the whitneys
some day N K s father held out some hope that his grandchildren at least
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A disturbance while crossing the plains

while crossing the plains to utah N K was the object of some
good natured ribbing horace eldridge a member of the camp that
N K was crossing with recorded

about 11 0 clock in the evening the curiosity of the guard was
supposed sic to be a mule choked
excited by some unusual noise suposed
1I was caled sic up by C
0 P rockwell and luke johnson and up
round it to be bishop
on examination we found
bishor whitney a snoring somewhat to the annoyance of some of the camp no harm done but
ended in a little sport horace sunderlin eldredge journal
march 101847 church archives source courtesy jenny lund
1

Ks
would be reunited with him in kirtland at the end of a visit to nauvoo N Ks
father told his granddaughter helen mar 1 I shall try and secure the old
homestead in kirtland for you and horace 1I want you to come and live
204 sadly that reunion never took place N Ks
K s father died
there by us 11204
shortly after his visit to nauvoo however something else N K s father said
at his last meeting with his son did come true before leaving nauvoo for
kirtland N K s father told ann 1 I can only see N K till he gets to the
205
mountains but you ann will live a great many years 11205
N K whitney migrated to utah in 1848 206 in september 1850 he
complained of a severe pain in his side and became bedridden his ailment
was pronounced bilious pleurisy and he grew rapidly worse on sep
tember 241850 after thirty six hours in bed he died 207 after N K s death
his brother samuel took the kirtland property through probate describing
and also the nearest of kin within
himself to the courts as a creditor
this state because of this he was placed as administrator of the whitney
estate on may 221857
1857 he had the property appraised by two other longtime kirtland residents who concluded that the value of personal estate
effects of said decedent N K whitney does not exceed the sum of one
11208
208 samuel told the court that his brother was in debt to
hundred dollars 03208
of
N K
him for a sum exceeding one thousand dollars thus the title to all oan
ofn
whitney s remaining kirtland property was transferred to samuel who
sold it off piece by piece soon there was nothing left of the original holdof
N K whitney and N K whitney and company in kirtland ohio
ings oan
ofn
over time the importance oan
of
N K whitney and company to the financial
ofn
survival of the early latter day saints has been largely forgotten
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changes to the whitney properties in kirtland 1870
in 1870 N K and anns oldest son horace stopped in kirtfon
land while serving a mission mon
for the church he wrote to his widowed mother describing the changes he saw in what had been the
whitney properties
while 1I was in kirtland 1I visited

old
the oia
ola homestead but
many things are quite changed & gave me very lonely feelings for
instance your kitchen has been taken away & attached to the barn
& the red store where grandfather W lived has been put in the
place of it many of the old
oid appie
apple trees tho showing signs of great
age yet remain others have been hewn down & many other
depredations have been committed by unprincipled men & boys
which contribute to make the place look desolate your old
oid
where joseph & emma lived on their herst
hirst
east room
first arrival
york state in december 1831 looks quite natural as also
from yore
aiso
the illegible rooms up stairs & down stairs of the main
maln building the white store has been enlarged & considerably
changed H K whitney to mother elizabeth
eilzabeth ann whitney
ellzabeth
february 161870 whitney collection

mark L staker is curator at the museum of church history and art in salt
lake city he has a phd in anthropology he received his BA and MA from
brigham young university in 1987 and 1988 and his phd from the university of
florida in 1992
the research on which this article is based was done under the direction of the
museum of church history and art as part of the historic restoration in historic
kirtland village in kirtland ohio I1 am indebted to jenny lund don enders
W tracy watson and reed miller of the kirtland restoration team for their
input and comments during the many years this project has been underway 1I am
also indebted to lyle briggs T mike smith elwin robison lachlan mckay karl
anderson rich mcclellan cheryl mcclellan dave packard bari stith and the
staffs at the geauga
geaugh county archives and records center and at the chardon city
pamesville
painesville
ville russ
library the lake county historical society the morley library in gainesville
Pames
Paines
taylor of L tom perry special collections and the many other individuals who
helped along the way

kirtland a boy s recollections of his first fourth of july willoughby
independent 1902 in hadden scrapbook nd 13 lake county historical society
mentor ohio compare history of geauga
geaugh and lake counties ohio philadelphia
williams brothers 1878 247
2 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 6 january 1885125
1885 125
womans exponent 9 february 17
comans
3 helen mar whitney life incidents
1

1881138
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4 samuel F whitney N K s younger brother was born in fairfield new
york march 171804
1886 297
261886
17 1804 died in kirtland deseret weekly may 26
5 whitney family information comes from birth records listed in family

files in the family history library the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city these records indicate the locations where the whitney
children were born
6 orson F whitney newell kimball whitney
in latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical sketches of prominent men
and women in the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints comp andrew jenhistory 1901
son 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson historyigol
igol 36 1222
7 orson F whitney newell kimball whitney in latter day saint biographical encyclopedia 1222
8 gilbert purchased a town lot from samuel egnew for 150 samuel egnew
to algernon S gilbert land deed september 101818
io 1818 monroe county michigan
deeds bk D p 98 monroe county courthouse monroe michigan microfilm

family history library
9 the store occupied a corner lot with 68 feet of frontage on monroe street
and no
iio feet of frontage on first street
llo
ilo
ekpo
10
lo elizabeth ann whitney A leaf from an autobiography woman s expo
1878 41
nent 7 august 15
151878
1882 3 ann was
11
161882
ii death of mother whitney deseret news february 16
26 i8oo
oo
2618
261800
isoo
the daughter of gibson and polly bradley smith she was born december 2618oo
in derby new haven county connecticut ann would later become a leader in
the relief society the second woman to receive her endowment in nauvoo and a
leader in the move to live plural marriage compare funeral services of sister
1882 3 death of a pioneer
elizabeth A whitney deseret news february 17
171882
deseret news august 1i 1884 3
12 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography 41
13 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography 41
14 death of mother whitney 3
gainesville
Painesville pollbook in october 1819 but
15 N K whitney first appears in the painesville
becomes active in the mentor business in 1820 poll book lake county historical
Mormondom new york ap
society edward W tullidge the women of
np 1877 34
ofmormondom
16 A S gilbert to vandervoort and van winkle mortgage mortgage deed
1821 geauga
geaugh county
geaugh county property records vol 8 p 138 39 geauga
april 221821
archives and records center chardon ohio microfilm family history library
lo 1820 monroe
17 A S gilbert to lewis downs property deed june 10
county michigan deeds bk D p 462 although their new store would be in
mentor ohio whitney and gilbert indicated on the transaction that they were
gainesville
Paines ville ohio suggesting that even before the mentor store was built
from painesville
gainesville
Paines ville and identified with the town whit
they did business with residents of painesville
ney signed as a witness to the gilbert transaction with downs there is no evidence that whitney was more than just a witness to this transaction however
18 when whitney and gilbert moved to ohio in 1819 there were 1299 heads
geaugh county with only twenty eight employed in commerce
of household in geauga
gainesville
Paines ville which had
twenty four of those employed in commerce lived in painesville
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already become the clear center for commercial activity in the county 1820 US
census geauga
geaugh county ohio N K whitney s interest in ann smith who was
living in kirtland may have been the reason whitney and gilbert settled in men
tor between the two towns
19 james olds to algernon S gilbert deed of land sale october 281820
geauga
geaugh county property deeds vol 7 p 478 79 geauga
geaugh county archives and
records center today this is johnnycake ridge road and is a major thoroughfare
just on the north edge of kirtland ohio the eighty dollar purchase price was
about sixty dollars more than an empty lot cost roughly the value of a modest
two story building twentyfive
twenty five by thirty feet suggesting that there was an existing
building on the property
geaugh
20 list of houses which appraised in 1825 1826 1827 and 1828 geauga

county archives and records center
oan
21 orson F whitney a grandson of
N K whitney later believed that N K
ofn
before the firm N K whitney
whitney had worked in the firm gilbert and whitney
whitneybefore
and company was established in kirtland he wrote that the firm of gilbert &
whitney had been dissolved as to kirtland the business which they formerly car
ried on being superseded by that of N K whitney & co orson F whitney
newel K whitney contributor 124128 although he may have been confused
with the later gilbert whitney and co established in missouri orson whitney
believed that the gilbert and whitney firm with N K whitney as junior partner
was located in kirtland as early as 1817 and that later N K whitney and company was established in the same town if orson whitney was correct on the date
and sequence of store operation then gilbert s store in monroe michigan was the
first gilbert and whitney firm legal records and other primary sources are clear
dear
that whitney operated for his entire time in kirtland either as N K whitney or N K
whitney & co there never was a gilbert and whitney in kirtland

orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 124
23 see for example algernon sidney gilbert notebook ca 1831 1834
church archives algernon sidney gilbert book of commandments book B
ca 1833 church archives
ap 138 39
24 A S gilbert to vandervoort and van winkle mortgage pp
ap 138 39 the
25 A S gilbert to vandervoort and van winkle mortgage pp
vandervoort and van winkle mortgage company began paying taxes on the build22

1

ing and rented out the property

geauga
geaugh county tax records 1819 26 geauga
geaugh county archives and
records center
27 in 1827 a sheriff sale was held to dispose of some other defaulted property
byjJ olds to A S
the property being sold at auction lay just west of the land deeded by
gilbert and H damon although the advertisement lumped gilberts and
damon s names together the two most likely owned separate properties both of
gainesville
painesvilk
which lay adjacent to the property up for sale uri seely sheriff sales painesville
Paines ville
vilk
telegraph september 2118273 see also james olds to algernon S gilbert octo
ber 281820
28 see aurora mckinney v algernon S gilbert court of common pleas
journal book F 226 geauga
geaugh county archives and records center final F court
of common pleas 431 34 april 2 1821 john lay jr v algernon S gilbert
court of common pleas journal G 61 final G court of common pleas 201 3
26
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seamour austin deceased v
hnry phelps admr
adar of the estate of sevmour
algernon S gilbert court of common pleas journal G 61 62 final G court of
common pleas 203 6 march 26
1822 mager king v algernon S gilbert court
261822
of common pleas journal G 159 final G court of common pleas 433 35 march 18
1823 eli bond v algernon S gilbert court of common pleas journal H 70 final
record H 195 june 771824
1824 gilbert was also the plaintiff in one suit against the
henry phelps estate see court of common pleas journal G 61 62 final record G
1822
court of common pleas 203 march 24
241822
29 mary elizabeth rollings lightner mary elizabeth rollins lightner
utah genealogical and historical magazine 17 july 1926 193 methodist minister
and later ardent anti mormon lra
ira eddy married them sidney gilbert and elizagainesville
Paines ville telegraph
beth van benthuysen s marriage announcement appeared in painesville
october 1i 18233
1823 3
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph april 2 1825
30 samuel cowls for sale or rent painesville
through april 301825
30 1825
ap 138 39
31 A S gilbert to vandervoort and van winkle mortgage pp
32 cowls for sale or rent
gainesville
Painesville telegraph may 618243
61824 y gilbert
33 A S gilbert house & lot painesville
was probably renting the monroe store out as was commonly done in that day we
receiving
know he was recel
ving mail from a distance during that time because the post1824 that sidney gilbert and N K
master was forced to advertise on march 31
311824
whitney had letters waiting for them to pick up J H hills A list of letters
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville telegraph april 1i 18243
19 1825 monroe county michi
34 alford to gilbert mortgage deed may 191825
gan deeds vol E p 98 gilbert to alford deed january 201826 monroe county
michigan deeds vol E pp
ap 240 42
geauga county archives and
geaugh county tax duplicates 1827 p 21 geaugh
35 geauga
records center
36 elizabeth ann whitney A leaf from an autobiography continued
womans exponents
comans
exponent
exponent777 september 1i 1878 51
geaugh and lake
37 kirtland a boy s recollections 13 compare history of geauga
counties 247 although the construction of the log store is dated to 1823 in the
brothers volume the location of the store is incorrectly placed at the kirtwilliams brothersvolume
land safety society bank location on F G williamss property instead of on elijah
smiths
smiths property since locations are much easier to remember fifty years later
than are dates this makes the date uncertain especially since property deeds
clearly indicate the corner lot where the red store was erected was purchased in 1822
this suggests that the log store was most likely in operation as early as 1821 or
1822 while the red store was under construction it would not make sense for
whitney to purchase an ideal store lot in one location only to build a temporary
store in a less than ideal location later
38 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography 41
39 christopher crary sixty years later would claim the designation of first
permanent settler for his own family christopher crary pioneer and personal
6 but a number of
18931
Marshall town iowa marshall printing 1893
reminiscences marshalltown
primary sources confirm peter french was in the region before the crary family
arrived french came along the chagrin river on march 221798 and won a prize
for building the first mill in the western reserve in what is now willoughby

march 26

1822
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township right next to kirtland french then cleared land about thirty five miles
south of this in mantua where he grew wheat but he sold the land in 11799
1799 and
gainesville
moved back north although french was married in painesville
Paines ville in 1804 it is
unclear where he lived or what he did from then until he later appears in the 1819
and 1820 kirtland city records which list his livestock markings in 1819 he had
four cattle and one house location of information courtesy rebecca sorenson
however dendrochronology on an early structure on french property in the kirtland flats dates the building to 1802 and confirms that peter french was building
in the flats before other settlers arrived see orrin harmon historical facts appertaining to the township of mantua A D 1866 unpublished manuscript 63 65
70 71 case western reserve historical society jean mcnamara letter lake
county historical society marriage license for peter french and sally russel july 15
gainesville
Paines ville ohio kirtland
1804 original on file at the morley public library painesville
township minutes 1817 184617 lake county historical society microfilm family
history library henri D grissino mayer dendrochronology study valdosta
state university 1999 copy on file at the museum of church history and art salt
lake city
40 kirtland a boy s recollections 13
41 peter french to newel K whitney property land deed june 1i 1822
geauga
geaugh county property records vol 8 p 426
Whit neys lived in a log home it
whitneyt
42 log buildings were not taxed and if the whitneys
would not appear in the records
186os
43 the red store was attached to the whitney home sometime in the i86os
and portions of it survived until recently compare H K whitney to mother elizabeth ann whitney february 16
1870 newel K whitney collection L tom perry
161870
special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo
utah V garth norman newel K whitney home summer kitchen kirtland
restoration project archaeological investigation april 16 27 2001 preliminary report may 2001 unpublished ms in authors possession elwin robison
newel K and elizabeth ann whitney home historic structures report
elwin C robison and associates and chambers murphy and burge restoration
architects june 27 2001 unpublished ms in authors possession
44 bishop N K whitney later made and provided the wine for the solemn
assembly meeting at the kirtland temple this suggests he had substantial
amounts of wine at his disposal helen mar whitney life incidents 130
1822 geauga
45 peter french to N K whitney property deed september 551822
geaugh
county property records vol 8 pp
ap 427 28
ap 427 28
46 peter french to N K whitney pp
47 peter french to N K whitney p 426
48 frame brick and stone buildings were all listed and taxed in early records
N K whitney was first taxed on his ashery property in 1826 for sio
10 he continued
iio
ilo
to pay a 1010 tax on the property through 1828 this represented the value of the
land without a taxable building however he advertised for salts of lye during this
period confirming that he did have an ashery in operation geauga
geaugh county tax
duplicates 1826 p 18 1827 p 19 1828 p 19 for advertisement for salts see
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville telegraph january 15
1518243
18243 see also business papers from ohio illinois & utah periods 5 12 whitney collection
49 crary pioneer and personal reminiscences 49
3
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whitney account book september 251825 whitney collection
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph july 2218233
advertisement painesville
1823 3
crary pioneer and personal reminiscences 12 compare ashes ashes

50 N K
51

52

gainesville
Painesville telegraph july 16
advertisement painesville
1825 4
161825
geaugh county tax records 1826 p 22
53 geauga
gainesville
1822 3 the paper announced that the
Painesville telegraph november 661822
54 painesville
two were married by nathaniel wheeler a local farmer and sometimes minister
who was heavily active in local politics over the next decade A month later the
newspaper corrected its story announcing that N K whitney and miss smith
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph decemwere married in kirtland by the reverend J badger painesville
1822 3 this correction places their marriage before the first article was pubber 4418223
lished somehow the wrong information on who performed the ceremony was
inserted and N K whitney sought to get the correct information in the paper
neys
ann Whit
whitney
nefss obituary said she was married by the reverend badges sic on
october 201822 death of mother whitney 3
gainesville
Painesville telegraph january 5518243
1824 3
55 painesville

whitney home summer kitchen 5 robison
newel K and elizabeth ann whitney home
1825
251825
57 N K whitney account book september 25
gainesville
1826 3 italics in original
Paines ville telegraph july 28
58 painesville
2818263
tyLand deed april 131826
propertyland
13 1826
59 peter french to newell K whitney Proper
geauga
geaugh county property deeds vol 14 p 385 86
60 kirtland A boys recollections 13 french was in the process of moving
56

norman

newel

K

into his new brick home that same year and apparently saw no need to maintain
the cabin as additional sleeping quarters for weary travelers once he finished the
brick structure innkeepers
Inn keepers of the day often built a large home where their family
slept and had their children move out of beds or rooms depending on the number
and type of travelers that came by
1826 1827 and 1828
61 list of houses which appraised in 1825
182518261827
whitneys
whitneyt
neys moved on to
62 A front porch was added to the store long after the Whit
utah archaeology uncovered the original stoop underneath the current porch
the original entrance stood where visitors are currently brought into the building
on the far left side of the porch T mike smith personal communication with
author 2002 horace whitney likely was referring to this porch addition when he
mentioned in his 1870 letter that the store had been significantly enlarged
63 samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney on mormonism in
mormons
Mor
mons ed arthur B deming oakland calif deming
naked truths about cormons

18883
painesville
1826 3 italics in original
Painesville telegraph november 24
64 gainesville
2418263

geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 1827
gainesville
1826 3
Paines ville telegraph december 15
66 painesville
1518263
gainesville
Paines ville telegraph december 2918263
67 painesville
29 18263
68 list of notes in the hands of justices of the peace for collection in favor
oan
N K W and co 1i whitney collection
of
ofn
Dupic ates 1838
geaugh county tax duplicates
dupicates
69 geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 1827 p 21 1828 p 21 although merchan70 geauga
dise was taxed under the company the land for both the ashery and the white
store continued appearing in the tax records under N K whitney consistent with
the original land titles gilbert was not taxed on land
65
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in 1827 the buildings on the northwest corner lot were taxed for the first time
because store goods were taxed but not store buildings the taxation of buildings
located on the northwest corner suggests that they were no longer used as stores
Whit neys
whitneyt
the known buildings on that lot included the whitney red store the whitneys
small frame home and various barns or other outbuildings the three hundred
dollars worth of buildings in the tax record for the northwest corner lot were
clearly frame structures and not barns or outbuildings
it is not clear if the frame
out
buildings
structures were both the red store and the home or just one or the other since
the home was worth only about sixty dollars it is probable that both buildings
Whit neys built their home as
whitneys
were first taxed this same year suggesting that the whitneyt
part of the expansion of their business the white store did not clearly appear in
the records as such until 1841 that store may have been one of the two buildings
taxed from 1835 to 1840 the red store was never specifically mentioned in the tax
records although the tax records do not clearly distinguish the whitney home from
other structures on the property until 1841 the records do suggest that the home was
built in late 1826 or early 1827 when there was a dramatic shift in the value of the
home property whitney was paying taxes on merchandise from very early on but
he apparently paid taxes only on the store buildings when someone was actually livgeaugh county tax duplicates 1826 p 22 1827 p 23
ing in them as a residence geauga
71

1828 p 23

72 james henry rollins says in his narrative that the gilbert home was facing
east with a view north up the road as it descended down into the east chagrin
2 church archives the
river see james henry rollins reminiscences 1898 21

church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city in addition gilberts
residence was placed in a different road district from the whitney home road
districts kirtland town records september 1830 lake county historical society
microfilm family history library bureau of the census kirtland ohio 1830
general population census columbus ohio library foundation 1964 271

the gilberts

moved out of their home and left for missouri in fall 1831
horace whitney later mentioned that his grandparents susanna and samuel whitney lived in the red store for a time in the mid i83os
1830s until they were able to move
up by the temple H K whitney to mother elizabeth ann whitney february 16
1870 whitney collection some later reminiscences recalled black pete a local
Whit neys he apparently moved into the red store and
member living with the whitneyt
whitneys
lived there for a time but if he did so it is not clear whether he lived there before
the gilberts arrived in kirtland or after they left for missouri he had apparently
moved out by fall 1832 mrs H W wilson statement in naked truths about
mormons
cormons
Mormons 3 there is a remote possibility that joseph and emma then moved into
the red store for a time lucy mack smith said after the return of her husband a
comfortable house was provided for emma and her adopted daughter and this
house belonged to brothers whitney and gilbert being previously occupied for a
soon after she moved into this house lavina fielding anderson lucy s
storc
store
storej
stored
book A critical edition oflucy
of lucy mack smiths family memoir salt lake city signature books 2001 566 67 anderson argues perhaps rightly that lucy was
incorrect here and the smiths were taken immediately into the whitney store still
functioning as a store where they lived for some time however if mother smith
was correct then joseph and emma lived in the red store for a time until further
information is uncovered we cannot be sure whether the smiths lived in the red
store for many years individuals have thought of only one store every time the
73
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whitney store was mentioned and it may take some time to sort out exactly how
the red store was used by the whitney family
74 james henry rollins reminiscences 1898 2 church archives since he
arrived in kirtland when he was twelve and left when he was fifteen james would
have been clerking in the whitney store while in his early teens
75 orson hyde history of orson hyde millennial star 26 november 19
1864 743 hyde is vague with his dating of most events involved with the store
1I
next went into the store of gilbert and whitney in kirtland to serve as clerk
where I1 continued for a year or two 743 he also shifts on his description of
the store name mixing the names of the missouri store where he later lived and the
kirtland store where he first worked as though they were interchangeable names
the firm of gilbert and whitney the old store of whitney and gilbert 743
761 in
743761
this one instance he is specific on his date suggesting that the date is accurate but
it should be accepted with caution especially when trying to place his statement in
the context that business was slack in the store when he went back to work there at the
end of a major expansion
76 1828 A S gilbert jameson family collection 1825 1938 church archives
77 N K W to brother saml september 9 1843 whitney collection the
was made up of stone quarried nearby most of the rocks
asherywas
foundation for the ashery
were fairly small but some may have been about 25
2.5
25 feet square they were stacked
in such a way that the foundation wall for the building was 25
2.5
25 feet wide the wall
was six feet high the high foundation helped raise the wood portion of the building a little higher from the ground
geaugh county tax duplicates 1827 p 19 1828 p 19 1829 p 19
78 geauga
79 T michael smith preliminary report of the excavations conducted at
the ashery building kirtland ohio unpublished ms 2001 11 copy in possession
of author because the brook adjacent to the ashery eventually destroyed the north
wall of the building its exact dimensions from north to south are only approxi
mated based on known probabilities
80 antoine laurent lavoisier the art of manufacturing alkaline salts and
potashes
potasher
Williamos esq ap
williamos
Pot ashes trans charles williames
np royal academy of sciences nd 6
81 wallace whelpley and wife to hiram A holmes lake county deeds vol W
pp 393 94 lake county historical society microfilm family history library
ap
82 sidney gilbert never owned any property by himself in kirtland when the
tax records for 1829 where compiled the tax assessor wrote down gilberts name
and then crossed it out not finding any property of gilberts to tax this notation
oan
N K whitney and N K whitney and
was followed by property taxed in the name of
ofn
company because gilberts name was the only one ever written and then crossed
out in the county tax records this suggests that his lack of property was not readily
visible to the tax collector geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 1829 ap
pp 193
19 24
83 hyde history of orson hyde 743 44
84 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 51
the fact that the couple had chosen a presbyterian minister to marry them in 1822
may indicate that they had some inclination toward the presbyterian faith
85 extracts of letters received by the last mail christian baptist 5 june 2
1828 98 reprinted in alexander campbell ed tjie
the christian baptist seven vol
umes
unies in one cincinnati D S burnet 1835 452
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death of mother whitney 3 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an
autobiography continued 51
87 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 125
gainesville
geaugh
Paines ville telegraph september 19
county painesville
of
88 to the citizens geauga
ofgeauga
1828 3 italics in original whitney would later become involved in promoting
home manufacture in the west as well
gainesville
1828 3
Paines ville telegraph january 11
89 S rosa painesville
1118283
painesville
Painesville telegraph february 1i 1828 3
go
90 tract society gainesville
gainesville
Painesville telegraph september 221829
91 golden bible painesville
22182933
92 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 125
93 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 125
pratt gth
parkerpratt
parley parker
9th
ath ed salt lake
94 parley P pratt ed autobiography of ofparley
city deseret book 1972 47
porker
parber
parlet pratt 48
95 pratt autobiography of parley parker
leys sister and wife of titus
morleys
96 diantha morley billings was isaac Mor
morless
billings elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography 51 91
97 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 51
98 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 51
99 ann whitney did not give the date of her baptism however she implies
in her reminiscences that she was baptized on the same day as sidney rigdon ann
86

also states that her husband was baptized within a few days after her elizabeth
ann whitney leaf from an autobiography 51
sidney rigdon was baptized on november 15
1800 B H roberts accepted
1830
151830
the recollection of harriet wight made years later that her family and sidney rigdon were baptized on the same day lyman wight had written years after the event
that his family was baptized on november 14 1830
1800 history of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo herald house
19673
1967 1153 54 although this date has been commonly cited november 14 was a
sunday and sources are clear that rigdon preached at the methodist chapel in
kirtland on sunday november 14 and was baptized the next day just a few
months after rigdon s baptism a letter to the local newspaper related his baptism
gainesville
Paines ville teleon the monday following the sermon M S C mormonism painesville
1831 1i josiah jones repeated a few months later that rigdon
graph february 15
151831
was re baptized on monday the day after the sermon history of the mor
jonites
nites evangelist june 1i 1831132 see also P P pratt mormonism unveiled new
monites
mo
york joseph W harrison 1842 41 42 and times and seasons august 15
1843 290
151843290
gainesville
Painesville telegraph mentions that twenty or
100 the november 161830 painesville
loo
thirty have been immersed into the new order while the november 301830 edition notes that there are rising of 100
loo who had been baptized including many
painesville
Painesville
who were respectable for intelligence and piety the golden bible gainesville
gainesville
Painesville telegraph
telegraph november 16 1830 3 the book of mormon painesville

november 3018303
3018303
unvailed sic or a faithful account of that
101
iol eber D howe mormonism unavailed
loi
gainesville
Paines ville
singular imposition and delusion from its rise to the present time painesville
ohio by the author 1834102
1834 102
102 the paper s printing of the title page suggests that the editor had a copy
available the book of mormon 3 mary rollins described years later drawn
from her memories as a young child living in kirtland the arrival of john whitmer
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to kirtland with copies of the book whitmer apparently brought only one extra
copy of the book with other copies coming on the prophets wagons young mary
borrowed the book and took it home to the gilbert family lightner mary elizabeth rollins lightner 193 95
103 samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney 3
104 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 71
105 anderson lucy s book 506
gainesville
painesvilk
log
Paines ville
106 painesville
vilk telegraph january 181831
107 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 51
this account of the prophets entering her husbands store and introducing himself has sometimes incorrectly been interpreted to imply that the whitneyt
Whit neys did not
whitneys
know joseph was coming to kirtland the version cited in joseph smith jr history
ad ed rev 7 vols
fay saints ed B H roberts 2d
latter day
of datter
of jesus christ oflatter
of the church ofjesus
salt lake city deseret book 1971
1146 hereafter cited as history of the church
19711146
comes from a later rephrasing of ann whitney s account by her grandson orson F
whitney orson had no firsthand knowledge of the event and makes a number
of factual mistakes in his account he clearly got his information on this event
from his grandmothers account and her account should be given priority for
historical accuracy
108 see orson F whitney newel K whitney
contributor 125 for the
phrase thou art the man compare orson F whitney in eighty second annual
conference of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1912 50
log the same phrase was also used in the bible by the prophet nathan fol109
lowing a parable describing davids greed in taking what did not belong to him
2 sam 127 although the biblical use of the phrase is not appropriate to josephs
meeting with N K whitney several years later the prophet specifically mentioned
to sidney gilbert nathan s exchange with david when he told gilbert thou art
the man in an effort to encourage him to talk plainly while condemning him for
his greed and ambition B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of
jesus christ of
latter day saints century one 6 vols provo utah corporation of
of
tatter
the president the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1965 1317
no
lio orson F whitney newel kimball whitney latter day saint biographical
llo
encyclopedia 223

iii
in joseph dictated to his scribe

the latter part of january in company with brother sidney rigdon
and edward partridge I1 started with my wife for kirtland ohio where
we arrived about the first of february and were kindly received and welcomed into the house of brother N K whitney 1I and my wife lived in
the family of brother whitney several weeks dean C jessee ed the
VOIS
papers of joseph smith 2 vols
salt lake city deseret book 1989 92
1346 347

Whit neys had lost two children between sarah ann and orson elizawhitneyt
the whitneys
beth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 51
whitneyt
Whit neys in their household and six gilberts in
113 the 1830 census lists five whitneys
112

their household census office 1830 general population census kirtland ohio
columbus ohio library foundation 1964 271
11
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horace whitney wrote his mother during a visit to kirtland on february 16
where joseph & emma lived on their first arrival
1870 your old east room
from york state in december 1831 looks quite natural as also the illegible
rooms up stairs & down stairs of the main building H K whitney to mother
elizabeth ann whitney february 161870 whitney collection horace like his
mother dates the smith arrival to their home to december although he places it
a year later he probably got that date from his mother
115 although ann remembered that they joined their new faith in november
1830 and that joseph came to their home in december 1830 other sources agree
that he arrived in kirtland in february 1831 for example eight years later joseph
recalled arriving in kirtland about the first of february italics added while a
contemporary newspaper story and E D howes 1834 account drawing from some
contemporary letters both stated that rigdon arrived at kirtland on november 30
1830 and after a brief sermon returned to his home in mentor on february 1i followed by josephs arrival in kirtland on february 4 M S C mormonism 1 2
unvailed 112 13 see also daniel J ryan A history of ohio with
howe mormonism unavailed
biographical sketches of her governors and the ordinance of
1787 columbus A H
of1787
smythe 1888
114
1888114
116 history of the church 1146
117 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 51
118 samuel F whitney recalled
jo smith stopped with my brother N K
whitney some weeks when he moved his family to kirtland where 1I became
acquainted with him samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney 3
up for details on this see mark staker it came from god the johnsons
joseph smith and their neighbors in hiram ohio unpublished manuscript
120 samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney 3
121 history of the church 1146
122 samuel F whitney gives evidence that the birth took place on Mor
leys
morleys
morless
property although he mistakenly states that this was the delivery of joseph smith 111
III
ili
confusing his birth with the earlier birth of the twins
114

11

was informed that jo smith son of the mormon prophet
was
born in the dwelling part of
ofwhitney
whitney s store he was born in a house put
up for his father on isaac morley s farm samuel F whitney statement
1I

of rev

SF whitney
S F

3

orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 126
124 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 126
125 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 71
126 see leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the
god community and cooperation among the mormons
cormons
Mor mons 2d
ad ed chicago
city of gof
university of illinois press 1992 15 40
127 edward hunter aaronic priesthood minutes miscellaneous minutes
1855 1972 march 31877 presiding bishopric collection church archives cited
in dale beecher the office of bishop dialogue 15 winter 1982
103
1982103
128 council minutes december 261833 holograph kirtland high council
minutes december 1832 november 1837 p 25 selected collections from the
archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 2 VOIS
vols provo utah
brigham young university press 2002 vol i DVD 19
123

i
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see dale beecher the office of bishop its development through his16 17103 15 in authors possession
tory manuscript 1975
197516
130 whitney also paid taxes on the land he had purchased before gilberts
arrival as well as on the 2500 in merchandise owned by N K whitney and comone acre lot of property
pany the company on the other hand paid taxes on a oneacre
purchased by whitney and gilbert together at the southeast corner of chardon
Chilli cothe roads business papers from ohio illinois & utah periods
and chillicothe
5 12 whitney collection
131 donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds far west record minutes
datter day
fay saints 1830 1844 salt lake city deseret
lesus christ oflatter
of the church offesus
of latter
of jesus
book 1983 11 lightner mary elizabeth rollins lightner 195
132 cannon and cook far west record 47 48
geaugh county tax duplicates 1832
133 geauga
134 philo dibble philo dibble s narrative in early scenes in church history
salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1882 81
135 history of the church 1319 unfortunately no copy exists now of the letter gilbert sent so we do not know why he condemned the church leaders
136 history of the church 1412
137 joseph and emma received a small house on the morley property in spring
1831 that fall isaac morley sold his property and left for missouri joseph and emma
went to live with john and elsa johnson in hiram ohio in september and were still
living there when joseph was mobbed and left briefly for missouri after joseph
returned he and emma continued to live in hiram until september 1832
138 ann whitney later explained her aunts actions
129

aunt sarah who had always lived with me and felt a sort of supervision of everything pertaining to my welfare and happiness and who
had been a true and faithful friend to us under all circumstances was
acting upon her own theory and responvery much disconcerted and
sibi lity when my husband was absent with the prophet joseph upon
sibility
business and 1I was in delicate health and unable to attend to any domestic duties she took the opportunity to rid herself and us of the family
considering it not only an incumbrance but an entirely unnecessary
inconvenience I1 would have shared the last morsel with either of them
both sarah and emma and was grieved beyond comparison when 1I
found what she aunt sarah had done but she had a good motive in it
and really thought she was consulting the best interests of those who were
far dearer to her than her own life elizabeth ann whitney leaf from
an autobiography continued 51
1870
H K whitney to mother elizabeth ann whitney february 16
161870
140 lucy mack smith wrote that the store had been remodeled into a home
and implied that joseph and emma actually stayed in the red store see anderson
bucys book 566 67 although there is no data to directly contradict her statement
lucys
the white store actually seems to fit subsequent events better the red store had
only two rooms upstairs see agreement with wm dimaline for shop rent july
1838 whitney collection
1832 church archives
141 reynolds cahoon diaries 1831 1832 july 551832
139
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134

142

rigdon preached at a meeting and declared to the church

the keys

of the kingdom are taken from you and you never will have them again until
you build me a new house this rash statement naturally concerned church
members and joseph was brought up to settle the issue the prophet told rigdon
he was left to the buffetings of satan
sidney was lying on his bed alone an unseen power lifted him from his bed
threw him across the room and tossed him from one side of the room to the other
the noise being heard in the adjoining room his family went in to see what was
the matter and found him going from one side of the room to the other from the
effects of which sidney was laid up for five or six weeks dibble philo dibbles
narrative 80
kirtlands
lands mormon tannery unpublished manuscript
143 mark staker Kirt
III
saints
ili recollections saintsherald
herald november 61934
Saint sHerald
1413
144 joseph smith 111
619341413
145 samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney 3
146 brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D
86 12158 february 8 1868
richards 1855 8612158
147 merle H grattam ed salt lake school of the prophets minute book 1883
palm desert calif ULC 1981 37
1481
148
148.1
14811 could find no record that mentions exactly when joseph moved out of
the white store since joseph bought windows for his home using bank of monroe scrip and oliver cowdery became an official in the monroe bank in 1836 there
is a strong probability that joseph moved into his home some time in 1836
149 milton V backman jr the heavens resound A history of the latter day
log 37 280
saints in ohio 1830 1838 salt lake city deseret book 1983
136
1983136
777.98
77798
115131 sidney rigdon owed him 77798
150 joseph smith owed whitney 1151.31
oliver cowdery 6857
68.57
1834 whitney collection he
6857 amt of balances due april 23
231834
had helped gilbert earlier by paying his debts and establishing the store in missouri
151 cannon and cook far west record 45
152 cannon and cook far west record 47
offoseph
oseph smith 1382
153 jessee papers orf
of joseph
off
of the church 1271
154 history orthe
155 by the time whitney finally worked out a variety of loan arrangements
with various business contacts in buffalo new york the united firm had already
been disbanded whitney believed he acted on josephs behalf rather than as an
agent for the united firm in acquiring the loans N K whitney to samuel F
whitney october 2 1842 whitney collection
156 selah J griffin to newell K whitney land deed june 181833 geauga
geaugh
county property deeds bk 17 pp
ap 357 58 selah J griffin to seth johnson land
deed september 141833 geauga
geaugh county property deeds bk 17 pp
ap 358 59
geauga
157 joseph coe to N K whitney and co land deed june 171833
171803
17 1833 geaugh
county property deeds bk 17 pp
ap 360 61 peter french to joseph coe land
geaugh county property deeds bk 17 pp
1833 geauga
ap 359 60
deed april io
101833
co
158 joseph coe to N K whitney and co p ogo
360 61 whitney N K
geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 1834 p 27
159 council minutes june 41833 holograph kirtland high council minutes p 13 selected collections vol 1i DVD 19
igo
160 council minutes june 4 1833
1833 selected collections
161 franklin D richards journal june 81844 church archives
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geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 1833 1836 see also joseph coe to N K
whitney and company p 360
163 in 1836 two years after the united firm was dissolved whitney helped
establish a store in kirtland for joseph smith and other former members of the
Whitneys business contacts in
whitneyt
united firm who contracted debts with one of whitneys
buffalo new york A representative of the new york debtor later traveled to kirtland trying to find some resolution for their debt and met with orson hyde who
apparently told them that whitney had been a business partner of those who had
contracted the loan whitney heard a little about the meeting and wrote his
brother expressing frustration that some individuals were trying to lay the unpaid
debts of church leaders at the doorstep of his firm rather than emphasize that the
united firm was dissolved long before the loan was contracted however he wrote
to dispel the widespread rumor that the principals of the united firm had held all
things in common N K whitney to samuel F whitney october 2 1842
164 kirtland township trustees minutes and pollbook 1817 1838 october 21
1833 p 114 lake county historical society microfilm family history library
165 the lists included jared carter and hyrum smith two of the three members of the temple building committee jacob bump overseer of construction on
the temple thomas hancock recently involved in operating the brick kiln for
making temple bricks joel johnson who just finished building a sawmill to cut
temple lumber john reed john johnson M C davis and isaac bishop workers
in temple construction and ira ames a guard protecting the exposed temple walls
missionaries such as david patten luke johnson and lyman johnson were also
threatened with expulsion since most of the missionaries were out of town and
did not leave families behind work on the temple was threatened more than missionary work kirtland township trustees minutes and pollbook 1817 1838
january 31
ap 114 16
1834 pp
311834
166 geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 182618271828
geaugh county tax duplicates 1826
1827 1828
167 geauga
182618271828
168 N K whitney to samuel F whitney october 21842 whitney collection
169 history of the church 244
170 history of the church 247
171 history of the church 249
172 samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney 3
173 some of the debt may have been due to living expenses such as a portion
of the 1151.31
115131 that joseph smith jr owed the united firm but much of the debt
was likely due to church operations such as the 58414
584.14
58414 that F G williams and company owed the united firm williams was overseeing publication efforts and N K
whitney and company apparently had covered some of the costs of printing
174 kirtland revelation book april 281834 111
lil
lii
in church archives
geaugh
1832 geauga
251832
175 N K whitney from jemima doane land deed february 25
county property deeds bk 15 p 322 see also newel K whitney to sidney rigdon april 301834
geaugh county property deeds bk 18 p 488
30 1834 geauga
176 introduction to newel K whitney blessing october 7 1835 manuscript church archives
177 history of the church 2288 89
Ooo but they dont dis178 some accounts say 20000
000
20000 worth and others 40000
40
40000
tinguish whether they are giving wholesale values or retail values brigham young
162
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said it was 20000 worth of goods brigham young in journal of discourses
1852 ira ames said it was 40000 worth of goods ira ames
1215 16 october 991852
Salt Lake city
autobiography and journal 185815 utah state historical society saltlake
brigham young is one of the later accounts 1852 that implies all the goods went
to joseph s kirtland store
ofrigdon smith
179 see hezekiah kelly of the bank of buffalo v the firm of
rigdon
geaugh county book U pp
geauga
and cowdery court records of
ap 97 99 june 51837
ofgeauga
microfilm family history library there were evidently more members of the
building committee than these three individuals ira ames recalled an organiza
tion was entered into by joseph and hyrum smith oliver cowdry reginold
itee
cahoon jared carter and william smith called the building commatee
commitee
Comm
ira

ames autobiography and journal 15
180 brigham young describes josephs experience as a store manager in a
manner that suggests he was unable to keep anything in the store without giving it
away president young used hyperbole to make a point he also added in reference
to kirtland and the early church if any brethren came into the midst of them as
merchants I1 never knew one of them go into their stores and go out again
satisfied young journal of discourses 1215 16 however whitney was clearly
able to continue doing business although brigham young hints that joseph gave
the entire 20000 worth of goods away to the poor almost all of the goods were
traded to jacob bump for property the gifts to the poor were more than likely the
exception rather than the rule
181 out of the original merchandise acquired on credit in new york 10000
10000
was used as a down payment to buy david holbrooks farm at 440
400
400 an acre alfred
holbrook reminiscences of the happy life of a teacher cincinnati elm street
printing 1885 224 more than 7000 in merchandise was given to jacob bump as
a down payment for more than one thousand acres of his kirtland property most
of the goods may have gone to bump in fact jacob bump to joseph smith jr
december 551836
geaugh county property deeds bk 22 p 568 jacob bump
1836 geauga
merchant capital geauga
geaugh county tax duplicates 1837 the land purchase was
never completed due in part to lawsuits primarily by the owners of the geauga
geaugh
bank with grandison newell and other opponents on its board of directors the
land reverted back to bump who kept his payment as well as his property ira
ames recalled the trade a little differently he was clerking when these goods were
all sold to jacob bump for 2500 one thousand in cash and fifteen hundred to be
paid in store pay this 1I received ames autobiography and journal 16 but he is
not clear on what store pay might be and other data suggests not all the goods
went to bump
182 jessee papers of jospeh
pospeh smith 2130 31 elizabeth ann whitney leaf
from an autobiography continued 83
joseph smith 2130 31
183 fjessee papers of ofjoseph
184 N K would later name one of his sons newel melchizedek reflecting his
belief in a connection to that ancient patriarch N K whitney s patriarchal bless
ing is published in orson F whitney newel K whitney
Nit ney contributor 128 29
185 in addition to reaching out to the poor bishop whitney also made his
home available for ad hoc meetings for example on a sunday in january 1837 the
latter day saints held a worship meeting in the temple that evening wilford
woodruff and a priest brother turpin went to the whitney home where they
had a happy time in speaking singing hearing & interpreting tongues & in prayer
with the family wilford woodruff journal january 1837 church archives
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lightner mary elizabeth rollins lightner 197
187 history of the church 2114
188 lightner mary elizabeth rollins lightner 197
189 list of notes in the hands of justices of the peace for collection in favor
of
N K W and co
ofnkwandco
igo
190 to all whom it may concern proclamation by samuel F whitney
september io
1839 whitney collection newel K whitney from elizabeth gilbert
101839
geaugh county property records vol A
heir and widow ofalgernon june 21838 geauga
p 574 compare property transfer february 221839
191 whitney paid 140 for gilbert s half of the lot nearly three times its value
in the tax records half the lot would have been worth only 3850
38.50
3850 since tax records
consistently valued the entire lot at 77 elizabeth gilbert to N K whitney june 2
1838 lake county deeds vol A p 574
192 the gilbert estate was 24409
244.09
24409 short of settling whitney s claims on the
property they had owned jointly even if whitney had not paid 140 for gilbert s
share of the southeast lot however on a list of his debts owed him whitney wrote
down the 39486
394.86
39486 gilbert owed him separate from his other debts perhaps because
he never intended to collect it list of property owned by N K whitney aug
whitney collection estate papers of algernon sidney gilbert 1838 39
1837
church archives
geaugh county tax duplicates 1836 1837
193 geauga
194 samuel F whitney statement of rev S F whitney 3
by N K whitney
195 list of property owned byn
1833 holograph kirtland high council
196 council minutes september 24
241833
minutes p 76 selected collections vol 1i DVD ig
19
geaugh county tax duplicates 1834
197 geauga
198 the author participated in three digs of the ashery site and assisted with
work on the mormon sawmill and whitney home sites while also serving as project
186

historian archaeological excavations were done on the main ashery building
under the direction of principal investigator T mike smith in june september
2000 april 2001 and july 2001 benjamin pykles served as crew chief during the
june session aerial and ground reconnaissance was done in april 2000 and GPR
work was done by tom smith in june 2000 other archaeological work done near
the ashery included work at the sawmill tannery johnson inn storeschool
store school building martindale home old school house and the whitney home V garth norARCON assisted the project by digging several of these sites don enders
man of
ofarcon
historic sites curator for the museum of church history and art also gave valu
able assistance preliminary reports have been completed on most of the in vestiga
eions
tions and final reports are in preparation
N K whitney
byn
199 list of property owned by
of joseph smith rev ed salt lake
200 dean C jessee ed personal writings ofjoseph
city deseret book provo utah brigham young university press 2002130199
2002 130199
geaugh
1837 geauga
201 newel K whitney to jacob bump land deed february 11
111837
county property deeds bk 23 p 446 jacob bump to jonathon holmes land
deed april 1i 1837 geauga
geaugh county property deeds bk 25 p 4
202 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 91
203 elizabeth ann whitney leaf from an autobiography continued 91
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204 helen mar whitney

life incidents 82
205 helen mar whitney life incidents 82
206 jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia 1227
207 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 124128
208 see newell K whitney estate final record B lake county probate
court 1857
185793
93 lake county historical society microfilm family history library
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